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Face· seven year sentences

Four students charged with arson
By Gary Langer
Four UNH students were arrested at 1:30 a.m. Friday on
charges of arson and have been
suspended from the University,
according to University officials.
Public Information Coordinator George Chapline said Stephen
King, 19, of 17 Southeagan St.,
Milford; John Cardillo, 20, of
46 Weatherbee Rd., Waltham,
M:l~!- ; StPphPn RrucP, 1R. of 197
Summer St., Brockton, Mass.;
and Evan Krefsky, 19, of 6
Pleasant Ave., Plainview. N. Y.,
were arrested in their rooms in
Christensen Hall and charged
with atte~pted ars~n at room 201

Sgt. Earle Luke

in Christensen about 2 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29.
King was charged with arson, a
class A felony, which is punishable by seven to 15 years in
prison. Cardillo, Bruce, and
Krefsky were charged with a
class B felony of arson, punishable by up to seven years in
prison, according to Chapline.
Chapline said King and Cardillo were also charged with pos

session of a controlled_ drug,
marijuana, "on the basis of evidence found in their rooms.'' The
charge, a misdemeanor, is
punishable by up to one year in
prison and/or a $1,000 fine.

Newman

her

docioion

able for comment.

would be reviewed by the UniverUNH Police Sergeant Earle
sity Appeals Board last night. Luke said the students allegedly
The board's decision was not ''pennied in'' the door to Mom 201
known at press time.
in Christensen and then lit it afire
Chapline said, "All four were
held at Dove.r jail the njght of ARSON, page4

By Allyn Geryk
A new $800,000 UNH/Durham
Fire Station will be built between Madbury Road and Pettee
Brook Lane if a proposal for the
building is approved by the University Trustees and Durham
residents, according to Fire Chief
Jonathan Greenawalt.
UNH would pay two-thirds of
the funding for the station. with
the town of Durham paying the
other one-third, Greenawalt said.
The fire department is now
funded on the same ratio.
Greenawalt said federal funds
may be available to help pay for
the building.
"Out of the official sites this
was deemed the best," said
Greenawalt. "But the location is
. not ideal."
He said the site was chose by
the joint University /town site
selection committee.
Plant Science Professor Owen
·Rogers, a member of UNH
Physical Plant Development

By Debby Gaul
Five students are running for
Student Body President, according to Vice President for Special
Assignments Jennifer Ford.
Douglas Bixby, David Livermore, Richard Morrissette,
Peter Tandy, and Steven Wolhandler are the five candidates
who submitted petitions to the
Student Government Office by
last Friday's deadline, Ford said.
Elections wil1 be held Nov. 16 and
17.
(SeP, related stories page 3)

r.tc

Committee, said it was the task of
that committee to investigate the
site proposed, to make sure all
facets of the proposal had been
considered, and to present their
findings to UNH President
Eugene Mills.
Mills will then make a recommendation to the Board of
Trustees. He was unavailable
for comment.
"We have looked at the total
package," said Rogers, "and are
ready to present it to :president
Mills, who can accept it, reject it
or send it back for more work.
This is still a very flexible and
open proposition."
Plans for the site include
relocating Robinson House,
widening Rosemary Lane, and
purchasing a small amount of
land from Delta Zeta sorority.
The sorority has indicated thev
would consider seTiing, but they
have not committed themselves
1

FIRE STATION, page 9

It takes an awfully big bottle of nasal spray to help
clear the sinuses of this contraption. Rut It doesn't
catch a cold very often. (Art Ulman photo)

uition will help pa
gap in state funding
By Mark Stevens
The difference between the University's budget request and
the funds received from the state for next year will be largely
made up by money from the recent $260 out-of-state tuition increase, according to Vice Provost for Budget and Administration Allan Prince.
Prince said $1,200,000 of the $1,214,460 difference for fiscal
year 1978 will be provided by "unprojected" revenue coming
from the increased tuition receipts for this semester and those
expected next semester.
·
UNH .received $16,090,402 of the $17,340,862 it requested for
next year, according to Prince.
''There are three factors involved in our getting more than we
expected from the student tuition," said Prince. Those are:
--The lastest increase in out-of-state tuition. Prince says this
increase accounts for $875,000 of the $1,200,000;
BUDGET, page 18

CANDIDATES, page5

oaid

their arrest."
He said bail was set for King at
$2,000 and for Cardillo, Bruce,
and Krefsky at $1,000 each.
"Judge Joseph Michael at Dur. ham District Court reduced bail
to $500 each, which was posted,''
he said. A probable cause hearing
has been scheduled for Dec. 2 at
Durham District Court.
The four men were not avail-

Durham, UNH plan
$800,000 Fire Station

SBP race
has five
candidates

Nominees needed 200 und.ergradua te student signatures in
order to enter the election, according to Ford.
Student Body President Jim
O'Neill said he is "encouraged by
the number of candidates.
O'Neill said, "There seems to
be a greater interest in the last
two years. This is my ninth
semester here, and the last election--when I ran--and this one are
the only ones I can remember
with five candidates."
"I think five candidates is a
good number," Ford said. "It's
enough so students can hear different outlooks on issues since
two candidates are currently in
Student Government (Morrissette and Tandy), and three
aren't. It makes me feel good thal
people from outside Student
Government petitioned; diversification is good.''
O'Neill said, "I'm glad there
are candidates who haven't been
involved in the Student Government organization. I don't think
of them i as having less experience; it's good that anybody feels
they can do the job.''
The candidates all felt that five
people will give students a better'
choice-in the elections.
Livermore, a junior recreation

Dean of Students Jane Newman said she removed the studdents from the University under
student rules.
"Given the information that I
had available to me, I determined that the physical safety of
other members of the community
would be endangered b¥ their
presence on campus," Newman
said.

UNH/Durham Fire Chief Jonathan Greenaw~lt displ_ays
a model of the proposed new Durham Fire Station.
( Art Illman photo)

---INSIDE

King

Theater

THE GAME

King, UNH;s most famous personality, is
moving out. For a look
at the situation, and a
good-bye, take a look
at page 2.

UNH Theater director John Edwards
once had aspirations
to be a Shakespearean
actor, but abandoned
that notion to become
a teacher/ director.
See page 14.

This is it. Everything
has come down to one
00 minute football game.
For a preview of the
· UNH-UMass game, see
· page 24
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News Briefs- Math Department will start
squeeze
•
computer science
program

The ba ttle of the snake is not over .
Director of Residential Life David Bianco yesterday put his foo t
down and banned Squeeze, sophomore Tom Keegan's pet boa constrictor, from Keegan 's dorm room once and for all .
Or so he thought .
Keegan says Bianco's letter informing him of the anti-Squeeze
ruling is based on misconceptions that Keegan will attempt to correct.
Bianco raised three points in his letter :
--The no snake rule ''expresses the will and the sentiment of the
residence hall community;
--Squeeze '·has potential for causing harm to one of your
(Keegan's) fell ow students; and
--A ruling in Squeeze's favor could lead to more dangerous
snakes being kept in dormitories.
'Tm glad to see that he (Bianco) took some kind of position,"
says Keegan. "He raised three points in his letter. The first I think
is just untrue, because of all the people who have expressed their
support."
"The second point," says Keegan, "is not true."
"I'd like to take the snake to Dave and show him that it's harmless," he says.
As for Bianco's third ooint. Keegan savs "Dangerous snakes
dl't vidually unava11ao1e to people. 1t wouia oe easy to word a
rule excluding them.''
Keegan says he plans to circulate a petition in support of
Squeeze to show Bianco that residence hall students are behind
him and his snake.
Keegan also says he will approach Vice Provost for Student
Affairs Richard Stevens with the issue. "I understand that Stevens is Bianco's superior," says Keegan. "He can change the rule
if Bianco is being unreasonable."
Bianco was unavailable for comment last night.

Student Caucus
The Student Caucus Sunday night approved the concept of funding for the Adopted Grandparents Program (AGP), voted to set
up an Academic Awareness Committee, and approved $70 fund.ing for a film sponsored by the Society Against Nuclear Energy
<SANE) .
AGP Director Janet Brown presented the concept, which was
unanimously approved.
The AGP budget must now be approved by the Bureau of the
Budget <BOB) . The organization is asking for $904 for travel expenses, workshops, conferences and publicity materials.
The Academic Awareness Committee, which will consist of Student Caucus members, was outlined by Senator Douglas Lavin.
Its goal will be to establish a more useful teacher evaluation system, and to improve the Freshman English program.
The date of the SANE film has not yet been set.

Debates planned
The five candidates in the student body president election will
debate the issues in three dormitories before the Nov. 16 and 17
election.
The first debate will be held Wednesday, Nov . 9, at 8 p.m. in
Smith Hall.
The second will be held Sunday, Nov . 13, ·a t 8 p.m. in Williamson
Hall.
The final debate will be held Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 9 p.m . in
DevinE> Hall.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts rain today with a high in
the mid 50s . There will be occasional rain tonight with a low in the
upper 40s . Wednesday's forecast is for cloudy weather and occasional rain with a high in the 50s.

By Sue Hertz
A new bachelor's degree program in computer science will be
started next semester and a computer science master's program
will probably go into effect next
fall. according to mathematics
Professor Daniel Ber_geron.
The University Board of Trustees approved the new program
in CQmputer science last month.
According to the Campus Journal, the new program allows students to take nine computer
science courses and' six mathematics courses as opposed to the
present mathematics degree
option of nine mathematics
courses and six in computer
science.
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There !:lre pres~mtly SO to 70 stu-

dents involved in the math/computer science program, according to Bergeron.
"We assume the majority of
The University Board of Trustees recently voted to create
these students will transfer to the
a computer science master's program. Professor Daniel
BS program in computer sciBergeron, above, will coordmate. (Nick Novick photo)
ence," he said.
needed for the computer science
"There will be no new courses see the most change,'' ~id Berin the BS curriculum," said Ber- geron, "Few students are able to BS program, according to Bergeron. "The students will take take them under the present geron. "Presently we have one
full professor, three 'lssistant
the existing computer courses. option."
According to the Dean of the professors, and one instructor,''
Rather than taking more math
courses as required in the present College of Engineering and he said.
According to Bergeron, an
option, the students will be able to Physical Science, Richard Davis,
take all the computer science th~re will be no major change in assistant professor was hired last
tht' BS course curriculum.
courses they want to. ·
There will be no new faculty COMPUTER, page 8
''The senior level courses will

Seahro·o k
protester
is tried
By Elizabeth Whelton
The prosecution of the first of
64 Seabrook nuclear site occupiers, each of whom will receive
separate trials, was completed
yesterday in Superior Court in
Exeter.
Mark C. Wentworth of Cottage
Road, Kensington, pleaded innocent to charges of trespassing
and refusing to leave an occupied
area upon the request of authorized persons. His defense was
scheduled to begin today in Exeter. The charges are misdemeanors in New Hampshire.
The prosecution tried to prove
identification of the land on which
the plant is being built, and the
fact that the occupiers actually
did trespass.
1414 persons were arrested last
May 1, after the march and occupation of Seabrook.

,,
The first trial of a Seabrook protester began yesterday
!n Superior Court in Exeter. (Linda MacKenzie photo)
Peter Carrin, an employee of Capt. William R. Cray of the state
the Public Service Co. of N.H. police and State Trooper Kenneth
was the first prosecution witness, Forbes.
Adams testified that a court inand he was questioned by Assist ant County Attorney Peter Mc- junction barring occupiers from
Furlane about two land deeds and certain areas of the site was not
a land acquisition map for the violated May 1.
He later said the violations occonstruction of the plant.
Other government witnesses curred when the occupiers refused
were William P. Adams, Jr., vice
president of Public Service Co., SEABROOK, page 10

Abused pony King
gets a new home

King, UNH's most famous celebrity in recent months, is getting a new private home
today.
He spent most of the day yesterday getting the good wishes of the UNH
community, including handler Kathy Sprmg. (Art Illman photo)

By Arthur Illman
King the pony will be relocated
to a private home in Rockingham
County today at 1 p.m., according
to Peter Saunders, investigative
agent for the New Hampshire
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (SPCA).
King will not become the state
mascot, as was suggested by
Governor Meldrim Thomson,
according to a SPCA press
release.
According to Buddy Jenkins,
Thomson's press secretary, "we
are in full agreement .with the
SPCA move to relocate King to
a private home."
Jenkins said next spring after
King has recovered, the possibility
of designating King as the New
Hampshire state mascot will be
discussed with the SPCA.
Dr. Walter Hylton, University
veterinarian, said King "doesn't
have much of a life at UNH."

"King needs children to ride
him,'' Hylton said.
Hylton said King has no use or
tunction-at the University.
Saunders said King's new home
has a particularly loving family
with the financial security and
ample land to provide King with
the privacy, personal care, and
training that he deserves.
The SPCA took custody of the
ten year old pony from a Plaistow
family after King was found
locked in a barn where he had
been trapped for four years.
King has been recuperating at
the University stables while the
SPCA has been searching for
a suitable home for him.
Over 700 letters from across
the country, and one inquiry from
Ontario, Canada were received
by the SPCA regarding possible
homes for King.
KING, page20
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Downing may run
for NH governor
By Jayne Sears
Senator Delbert F. Downing
(D-Salem) said yesterday he
plans to challenge Gov. Meldrim
Thomson in the next gubernatorial election if he feels there is
enough support for his candidacy.
"I'm finding the response is
good," said Downing in an interview with The New Hampshire
yesterday. "Most people think
the present incumbent will be
elected again if he seeks the office. I think he can be beaten and
he must be turned out of office if .
the state is to become rational
again.
"I'm concerned that a candidate cannot become a viable candidate until he gets by the sales
and income tax charade," said
Downing.
Downing said a viable candidate for governor must pledge to
veto a sales and income tax but
explained that the legislature
could implement such taxes without the governor's approval.
Downing said he will be ready
to make that pledge. Downing is
presently the senate minority
leader. He is serving his fourth
term in the senate. Downing also
served for six years on the Board
of Education and on the budget
committee in Salem. He served
for two terms on the legislative
council under John King.
' 'Somehow the governor along
with a _certain media source have

brainwashed the majority of people who vote, into thinking he has
sole say in the sales and income
tax question" said Downing.
"The legislature, particularly
the House of Representatives,
must initiate a tax program of
that magnitude." said Downing.
"The legislature must pass the
program before the governor can
exercise a veto. By a two-thirds
vote of the legislature (overriding a veto) such action is still
law.
" In this way, a tax program
could become law without the
governor's participation at all,"
said Downing.
''The Governor keeps telling
the people they don't want taxes.
Government is there to serve tli~
people. You can't serve people if
you can't fund programs," said
Downing.
Downing said the upcoming
election will be one in which ''the
truth and integrity of government
will be chickens that come home
to roost.
"We can't continue to talk
about n(? new taxes while we're
increasing others. We will have to
examine
the
philosophy
of what the governor says andwhat he does. He can't go on telling people you're not going to
have new taxes when you increase property taxes. You can't
cuLthe University budget and increase tuition,'' said Downing.
Downing said that once the

UNH Concerned Gays
serve the community
Peter says there ''is a definite
By Gary Langer
A group of 20 or 30 men gather possibility in the future " that the
in room 320 of the Memorial group may apply to become a
Union Building each Monday Student Activity Tax funded ornight. They meet to socialize, to . ganization. He says the group
educate, and to offer each other now operates on membership
dues of at least $2 per semester.
support. They ate the Concerned
·' I think Durham and this area
, Gays, a recognized student oris very homophobic, " says Peter .
. ganization at UNH .
_" Because people are very uninPeter, a brown haired, mus- formed and have not had much
tachioed senior, is president of - contact with gays, they're
the Concerned Gays . He asked scared.
that last names and photographs
"It's definitely harder to be a
not be used in this article.
"Our group is a service organ- gay in this area than it would be
Sen. Delbert Downing
ization," says Peter. "We act to in Boston," he says, " but it's
campaign is past the tax ques- get information and be a referral more of a challenge to inform the
people in the area ."
tions "we can discuss state's re- service for students. We want to
sponsibility to higher education reach out to the community as an
Informing the public is not the
and the area of human needs and organized group. ''. .
Concornod G::iyf.'. ' only go!:ll .
services.
" My big goal," says Dana, ~noDespite their desire to reach
" I think it's greater than it is at out to the community , the Conther member, "is to reach out to
the present," said Downing. "We cerned Gays are worried about people that are questioning their
are postponing the inevitable to
exposure. Peter says publicity own sexuality, to have someone
fulfill campaign promises that could scare off many gays on
to talk to . Coming out is a very
are irresponsible." .
campus who would otherwise be- troubling time in your life.·'
Downing sited the Laconia come involved with the group.
i Peter describes coming out as
State School and the state prison
'Dr. Bert Hardy of the Counsel- "coming head to head with your
as public institutions which have ing and Testing Center estimates own sexuality.
been neglected.
"You finally come to grips with
there are 1,000 to 1,700 gays at
"The governor knows we UNH, based on national statistics. the issue, say to yourself, 'hey,
should be doing a better job. He
" We are not the monsters you I'm gay ,' "he says .
doesn't. want to raise the money,' ' read about in the Manchester
Peter says the process of com·said Downing.
ing out "takes time. You can't
Uniori Leader,'.' says Peter.
Downing said it is just a matter
The Concerned Gays organized push anybody out of the closet-of time before the courts ordered this September. They plan to you have to help them out. ''
an upgrading of state institutions. print a newsletter, operate a telePeter says he got his " head to"We're letting the courts tell us phone hotline, and sponsor a cof- gether' ' during his sophomore
what to do instead of handling fee house and film later this
GAYS, ·page 7
month .
DOWNING, page 10

Three students join student. president election
Steven Wolhandler

David Livermore
By Judi Paradis
David Livermore, candidate for
student body president, says he
will concentrate on better communication to the student body if
elected.
"Going around talking to
people," Livermore says, " I dori't
tmct the problem 1s apathy, but
communications."
" I was speaking with a girl in
Jessie Doe while campaigning
door to door last week. She told
me she was interested in getting
involved in Student Government,
but didn 't know how to go about
it. This happens a lot, " he says.
" The major push of my campaign, says Livermore, is student
rights."
· Livermore, a junior majoring in
recreation and parks says,
''Students pay 72 per cent of the
budget to go to this University.
We should have the right to make
decisions concerning us.' '
Livermore stresses the need for
more
and
better
com. munication with the student body
through such means as an Area I,
II or III newsletter or-a commuter
newsletter. This, he says, would
educate students about what
Student Government is doing and
what rights they have.
Livermore says students should
be aware that -a lot of the power
they have is "not real power. It's
in the form of an advisory, not a
rear mass of votes that we could
use to overrule the faculty and
administration."
, Livermore uses the example of
the Academic Senate. "It once
was a fifty-fifty split of students
and teachers . Now it's only twenty-five to seventy-five. We have
input, but not real power," he
says.
"Students
should
, make
smaller decisions," Livermore
says, "Things like dorm house
rules should -be made by residents, not the officials at residential life."
Livermore says his work with
the Dining and Residence Advisory Committee CDRAC) since
hjs freshman year qualifies him
for the presidency .

Peter Tandy

David Livermore
"I've had experience with
issues · and dealings with administration," he says. Livermore
says many issues the Student
Caucus deals with are · also handled by DRAC, such as
"build-ups, dining, parking and
student rights."
"I know it (the presidency) is a
big
time
commitment,''
Livermore says. "But I've been
working with the administration
and I feel I can do a good job. I
was always involved in school
government so this is natural. "
Although a resident of
Englehardt Hall, Livermore does
have ·some views of commuter
problems. He says, "The present
parking situation is not fair to
students or commuters . It is
something which must be worked
out with the Parking and Traffic
Committee.
"There are many ideas on what
can be done, smaller lots, having
a parking lot in Dover connect
with the Kari-van line. "Right
now I don 't know the answer,'' he
says.
Livermore says , nThe best
thing that came out of (current
LIVERM08_E, page 19

Peter
TE:1ndy
By Jayne Sears
Anyone runnmg for student
body president has to be
"somewhat egotistical" according to Peter Tandy, a candidate
for the position.
"To get up there and tell
everyone you are the best and
they should vote for you--I'm sort
of afraid of that,' ' said Tandy.
Tandy is a 20 year old
sophomore who transferred from
Keen~ :State last January. He is
tall, lanky, and slouched in a
chair clutching a blue notebook
explaining he had two exams the
next day as he talked about his
campaign.
Tandy's anti-egotistical fears
seemed to vanish as he spoke
about the issues of the campaign
and his own qualifications for the
position.
"I feel I know a little about the
new student constitution and I
feel the position of a student
president is an important one.
''The president has to direct
and guide the Student Senate
toward its goals. They have to be
able to resolve issues and also
foresee issues.
TANDY, page 11

By Jayne Sears
· Steven Wolhandler, a junior
philosophy major, said he
-does not "profess to be the birthplace of great ideas" but his
"cumulative personal experiences dealing with administra, tors" convinced him to run for
student body president.
"Right now, students are the
lowest person on the totem pole,"
said Wolhandler. "I feel this
school exists for the students, not
to give administrators a job. The
administrators feel the students
are just a pain in the ass."
Wolhandler has an outdoor air
about him, wearing a heavy coat
and knit hat as he makes elaborate hand gestures in explaining
his campaign ideas .
Wolhandler said he has no experience in Student ·Government
at UNH but said he has been president of his class in high school.
"l think that experience in Student Government would tend to
disqualify you (for the job) because you've been in Student
Government so long that you
would tend to approach administrators and problems with
one frame of reference," said
Wolhandler.
"You start to get a narrowed
attitude when you're in Student
G:overnment. In crude terms, you
. kiss ass . You have to have an
open state of mind," said Wolhandler.
Wolhandler said that the issues
of the campaign are "all symptoms of a larger problem."
"What is obvious is there is no
money from Concord," said Wolhandler. "Parking, housing, and
not eno~gh room in the· library
are all issues that_ come back ~o
the fact that there 1s not money m
Concord.'
"About seven years ago, the
school had 5,000 students. Concord dried up for money so they
doubled enrollment and they
haven't expanded in terms of
hiringfaculty,"saidWolhandler.
"There's got to be pressure put
on the legislature," said Wolhandler. " We need a new governor but a student body president

1

Steven Wolhandler
is not in the position to elect
governors."
- "It's not a matter of specific
action. It's rather an attitude you
have. I want to bring an open
mind to Student Government,"
said Wolhandler.
"Student Government becomes
a ritual," said Wolhandler. "If
you step back and look at it,
everyone is patting themselves
on the back and nothing is getting
done."
"It'-!:" not visible. You read
about it but it's not effective "
_ said Wolhandler.
'
"As president, I'd like to publicise an open door policy to get
an outside view," said Wolhandler. "Even if it's just an indivi· dual problem, I want to talk to
that person. That is not to say
that I'll fix it or make everything
candy and cider. ''
"People tend to think that student government is out of their
bounds. I'm willing to listen to the
most radical ideas . I'm willing to
give out my home phone number.
I'd probably be subjected to
drunken calls but if you get 50
drunken calls a week, at least
WOLHANDLER, page 20
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Won't outlast 70 years

Moseherg says energy
. By Lisa Miller
The natural fuel resources of
the United States will probably
not outlast the next 70 years, even
with increased efficiency of use,
Professor William Moseberg.
UNH Engineering Department
chairman said Friday night.
Moseberg's speech at the New
England Center was sponsored
by the Division of Continuing Education as the second presentation of a four part series, ' ·Energy and the Human Predicament.'' ·
_ Moseberg said, "One asks if the
energy crisis if overdrawn. I
don't think so. But the country
isn't acting as though there's an
energy shortage. Here we are, we
still have private transportation,

home heatmg. "
He said _part of the country's•
problem stems from a layman's
belief in the first law of thermodynamics, which says energy can
neither be created nor destroyed.
"They say, 'If you can't destroy
energy, then what's the crisis about?'" said Moseberg.
."But, while there is always
energy about, much of it is in
forms we can't use readily.
"Because we have treated energy as though it were unlimited,
we have reached a thinning of our
energy supply. The world soon
will too.
'·We must find alternative
sources of energy which we can
use . And no matter what source

•
IS

Students
arrested on arson

lilllitCd

we turn to, we must save energy."
Moseberg said, "At best, the
most we can improve the efficiency of our energy use industrially
and in the home is to cfouble it."
Reserves of natural gas, coal,
and uranium in the US will · last
only 30 years at the present rate
of consumption, he said ..
One alternative energy source
Moseberg mentioned is nuclear
fission, which he said "is probably a dirty word around here." The
controversial Seabrook .Nuclear
Power Plant is designed to work
by fission, the splitting of atoms
to produce energy. .
•
.
Moseb~r~ said fusion_, the comENERGY, pag~ 6

charges
.ARSON
continued from page 1

William Moseberg

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY

'·,
~ --.::::.. ::.-=--==-------I

Hearty Sandwiches
& Complete Dinner ■ ...
~ood Variety Imported
& Domestic Bottl•d Beers ...
Lunch and Dinner Daily

-

Lounge Open Unfil Legal Closing
Master Charge• American Express

16 Third Street

STUDENT DISCOUNT
SPECIALS:
Anti-freeze 2. 75 gal. (6.25 reg.)
Windshield Wash Solvent 1.25 gal.
(1.75 reg.)
Dry Gas 4 for $1.00 (2.00 reg.)

Dover,N.H.

"It pays to save at Dover Auto"

Main St. Durham
868-2791

· with an inflammable liquid. ·
"There was no way those girls
could have gotten out if the fire
got out of hand," said Luke. "It
is a serious crime.''
A "pennied" door is one that
has been jammed shut from the
outside by wedging pennies between the door and the frame.
UNH Police Lieutenant Lloyd
W<;>od, who investigated the case,
said Freshmen Karen Tardie and
Nancy Gree:orY. who live in room
201, were awake at the time and
doused the flames.
Tardie and Gregory declined to
comment.
"If the girls had been asleep "
said Wood, "they would be
dead."
·
·
Luke said the four men were
arrested separately and were
kept apart until they were freed
on bail "so they couldn't get together and cook up a story. "
He said the arrests were made
at 1:30 a.m. because "at that
time, you know that all students
are home."
William Pancoast, a Resident
on
Christensen's
Assistant
second tloor, said the incident
''was a practical joke between
friends."
"It got out of hand, and the
whole thing has been blown out of
proportion,'' he said.
Pancoast said the damage
" was minimal, it just had the
potential to do damage ."
Work Control Coordinator
Peter Ohlenbusch' estimated the
cost of refinishing or replacing
the door at $120 to $175.

RING DAYS

FINE QUALITY DESIGNER
MENSWEAR & ACCESSORIES

ARE -H ERE!
-MUBLOBBY
10-3
WEDNESDAY&
THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 9th & 10th

several styles to select from
HOURS
M un ., Tu es , Sat, 9 · 6
We ci. , Th urs ., rr ,. 9.,... 9

40 marfet street 603: 43l-·5 003
_portsmoutf newlia~slilre. 0380/

O'Brien & Johnson Inc.
190 Forbes.Rd.
Braintree, Mass . .
617-848-3250
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Five candidates run in SBP election
CANDIDATES
continued from pa~e 1

and parks major, said, "l think
it's good there's such an interest
in the position. I'm glad people
want to take on the responsibility
.. .it's a difficult position."
O'Neill also hopes for an increase in voters. He estimated
that last year 25-26 per cent of the
students voted in the elect"ion.
"I've talked to area government people, but a big part of
whether or not students decide to
vote is left up to the candidates
through whatever campaign
actions they take,>' O'Neill said.
According to Ford, steps have
been taken to make voting more
accessible to students.
"I've increased the number of
polling sites to nil'le, four more
than last year," she said. "In
addition to polls at the three
rlining hall!.:, thg MUB, and Di

mond-Library, there will be polls
at Spalding Life Science Center,
Kingsbury Hall, McConnell Hall
and in Pettee Hall.''
Ford said she asked members
of various honor societies to man
the poll sites, because "I think
people will recognize their fell ow
students and will make the effort
to vote. "
" I've asked people in fraternities and sororities to help motivate voters,'' Ford said.
l<'ord said she asked "students I
ha2pen to know from various
clubs and teams to talk up the
election to fell ow members." She
said she asked students on the
football, basketball, wrestling,
and women's basketball teams,
and students in the debate and
crew clubs.
Contender Tandv said. "I think
the election has been well-publicized. Student Government has
nut m ,i lot of effort. I'm hoping
for a good turnout, e~pecially

with alf the debates. People are
afraid to vote if they don't know
the candidates."
Candidate Bixby said he feels
the debates are "another method
for students to see how candidates feel about the issues .. .it's
' hard in a short campaign to get
students to really know the
issues. Any way to better inform
the students is good."
Livermore said he feels the
main reason why a small percen: tage of students has voted in the
· pastis because of a lack of communication.
"I think a lot of people didn't
know the backg,rounds of candidates or' where they stood on the
issues in the past. I think many
figured, l'll let someone else
vote,' '' Livermore said.
Wolhander, a junior philosophy
majot, said he anticipates a
small increase in voters. "I don't
expect a fantastic windfall of .
people to come to the polls. I
think most people vote as tl<ey
pass a ballot box."
All five candiaates Si\id their
campaign strategies · involve
going out and meeting as many
people as possible.
Morrissette, an Area III representative to the Student Caucus, said, "I plan to visit dorms,
and go to Dover, Newmarket and
the MUB to talk to commuters
before the election.''
Wolhandler said, "I feel the
best way to get voters is to have
' an interesting campaign. If you
support an issue students want
badly enough, they'll turn out to
vote."
Th_e primary issues in the student body election vary, according to the individual candidate.
Livermore said the primary
issue he will run on is student
rights. According to Livermore,
students pay 72 per cent of the
University budget, and "therefore shou_ld get 72 per cent of the

~

campus calendar

sav m what goes on." He said,
"Right now, our rigl
~n't in
ctirect power but mostly in advisory committees, such as the
Dining and Residential Advisory
Committee.''
Bixby's campaign thrust will
be "to uphold the quality of
academics at UNH and to make
Student Government more accessible to students."
Morrissette said he feels there
are two primary issues in his
campaign: "Primarily, I want to
stress Ute fact that students
aren't given a great deal of direct
power in dealing with decisions
which affect them. ' ' he said.
Also, Morrissette said he intends to look at "problem areas"
and if elected "spend time trying
to achieve goals I'll set down for
these areas." The areas include
the Governance Task Force,
dining and residency; and rent
·problems commuters face, Mor-

TUESDAY, November 8
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Aristotle," R. Valentine Dusek,
Philosophy. Richards Auditorium , Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.12:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY FOLK CLUB DESSERT BRIDGE: Annual
event for benefit of scholarship fund . Bridge, canasta , table
and door prizes, and silent auction . St. George's Church,
1:30 p.rn. Call Aileen Byers 659-3610 or Vera Choate
659-2472 for reservations.
MEN'S SOCCER: Dartmouth~Lewis Field , 2 p .m .
N.H.O.C. PRESENTATION: "Winter Hiking and Camping, " informal lecture and slides with Charlie Silvenius .
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room , Memorial Union, 7 p.m .
MUB PUB: Film "The Wild Ones," starring Marlon Brando,
7 and 9 p .m .
WEDNESDAY, November 9

ris:!i:ette said .

MUSO PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST AND SHOW: Representatives from camera companies will be there to answer
questions and to give demonstrations . Strafford Room ,
Memorial Union , 12 noon-9 p.m.
UNH TAE KWON-DO DEMONSTRATION : Senior belt
Jon Auerback will speak on the history of T.K.D. Basic and
advanced techniques, patterns of movements, and board
breaking. Granite State Room , Memorial Union, 7:30 p .m.
FA CUL TY RECITAL: Audrey Adams Havsk y, contralto ,
with Donald Steele, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m .
MUB PUB : Casey Holt, D.J. , disco, 8 p.m . .

Tanpy said his emphasis will
concern students and how they
relate to faculty and administration. "We must become more organized and informed when
dealing with professionals .. .it'll
be more work, but we'll hash out
the greatest amount of problems
through this.''
Wolhandler feels the primary
issue 1s "the state isn't adequately funding the University.
There's been a 100 per cent increase in enrollment in the last
seven years, and build-up and
parking problems have resulted . .
All the issues are symptoms of a
larger problem in Concord.''
Ford said, "I'm hoping it'll be
good. My belief is these next two
weeks will be concentrated ; if
candidates caffgo all-out with the
debates and can get themselves
known around campus, two
weeks will be plenty of time for
students to get to know the candidates
for
student
body
presidents."

THURSDAY, November 10
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Wellesley, Lundholm Gymnasium, 6:30 p.m .
FRESHMEN COLLOQUIUM: "The Place of Science in a
Liberal Education, " Robert Houston, Professor of Physics.
Huddleston Din:ng Hall, 7-9:30 p.m . CANCELLED UNTIL
FURTHER NOTICE.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Emmanuelle; The Joys of a Woman." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission 75 cents of MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Willie Alexander Band from Boston, 8 p .m.
DISCUSSION: "Sexuality as spoken from a Christion point
of view'-' , Bob Fryling, Eastern Regional Director of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. Richardson House, upstairs
lounge, 7:30 p .m.
FRIDAY, November 11
VETERANS DAY: No classes. University off ices closed .
SCOPE CONCERT: Dan Fogelberg, Field House, 8 p .m.
Student tickets $4.50 in advance. General admission and at
the door $6.50 .
MUB PUB: Zero Miles Band, rock & roll , 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, November 12
MEN'S FOOTBALL: Massachusetts, Cowell Stadium, 1 :30
p.m. General admission $4 , reserved seats $4.50 .
MUB PUB: Zero Miles Band, rock & roll, 8 p.m .

Great Moments

SUNDAY, November 13

in the historyof hair
ONE MILLION B.C . .. Blech, a
Stone Age plumber, discovers a
clump of matted fibers clogging a
drain on a routine aqueduct repair job. He calls the substance
hair.

"But we always thought this
stuff was feathers", insists Kneg,
his helper.
"Dummy", counters Blech. "If
this was feathers, we'd be able to

MUB PUB : Big Daddy John Hobbs, oldies, 8 p.m.
RUGBY: Johnson State, Death Valley Field, 1:30 p.m.
PROJECTIONS: "M", starring Peter Lorre, directed by Fritz
Lang . Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film Pass.

fly like those pteradactyls".
W~th the discovery of hair, plucking salons disappear. Philosophers have something to split in
their search for Truth.

MONDAY, November 14
LECTURE / READING : George Garrett, editor of Intro 8,
will speak on small magazines and will read his own fiction.
Forum Room, Library, 8 p .m .
WORKSHOP ON SELF HYPNOSIS! MEDITATION ! RELAXA TION: Sponsored by the Counseling and Testing
Center. Schofield House 7-9 p.m . Fre~ admission.

Now you can stop searching for
the truth about your hair. Get a
haircut you cah fly wich. No
appointments required. For gals
and guys.

TUESDAY, November 15
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The Roman Way ," Richard
Desrosiers, AMLL. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall,
11 a.m .-12:30 p.m .
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: Dartmouth College , Swasey
Pool, 4 p .m.
CHILDREN'S THEATER: "King Size and His Servants in
Disguise," a musical written by Frank 0. Smith. Hennessey
Theater, 4 p.m. Tickets $1. Group rate of SO cents for 12 or
more if reservations are made in advance.
~

~

,--------------------------------------.....
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notices

GENERAL
COUPLES ' GROUP : An opportunity to share exper- ·
iences and feeli,ngs and to examine major issues in rela:
tionships . Open to anyone contemplating entering a
close relationship and to people who want to enrich
existing ones. Call the Counseling and Testing Center.
Schofield House, at 862-2090, for details.
WOMEN'S SEXUALITY GROUP: An opportunity to explore and share ideas, facts , feelings, and experiences .
related to women 's sexuality. Thursday, November 10;
12:30 p.m .-2 p.m . Sponsored by the Counseling Center, ,
Schofield House .
'
BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Women for Higher Education
to benefit the Friends of Durham Dav Care. Wednesday,
November 16, Memorial Union Lobby Tables 3 and 4.
8 a .m.-3 p.m.
ARE YOU ORGANIZED? Informal discussion with
. guest lecturer. Wednesday, November 9, Hitchcock
main lo1Jnge, 7:30 p.m. Open to Area II residents only.
OPEN FORUM with the man at the top. Bring your
questions and comments to President Mills. Tuesday,
November 8, Hitchcock main lounge, 8 p.m .

ACADEMIC
ISCOVER OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY: Sponsored
y senior O.T. students for freshmen and sophomore
l.T. students . Tuesday, November 8, New Hampshire

Hall Faculty Lounge, 7:30 p.m . Question and answer
session, movie, and refreshments.

CAREER
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Module C:
Skills Assessment. Thursday, November 10, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m .

CLUBS AND ORGAN1ZATIONS
TRANSCENDENT AL MEDITATION: Introductory lecture, Wednesday, November 9, Hamilton-Smith Hall,
Room 139, at 7: 30 p.m. Everyone welcome.
SOCIETY AGAINST NUCLEAR ENERGY: Meeting,
Tuesday, November 8, Commuter lounge, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m. Join the growing community of people
who are concerned about our future and the energy policies which we plan.
• UNH HORSEMEN'S CLUB MEETING: Wednesday .
November 9, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 7:30 p.m. Everyone welcome. Refreshments will be served.
STUDENT VIDEO TAP~ ORGANIZATION: Meeting,
Wednesday, November 9, Room 110A, Memorial Union,
7 p.m. Students interested in any aspect of production,
taping, and working with television equipment are en<:ouragect to attend. New members needecf. W11J tr_am.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday, November 9, Merrimack Roo?I_,_ ~emorial Union, 6: 30-8 p.m.

Moseherg speaks on fuel
ENERGY
. the energy J?roblem, .fyfoseoerg
continued from page 4
. said, "I'm a thermodynamicist--1
bining of atoms· fo produce ener- don 't have to be practical.
gy, is another alternative source.
"But this country has great in"I have always been optimistic ertia. Whatever solution we find,
about fusion . Fusion is the big changes are going to take -time,"
hope, although it isn't as benign he said.
Moseberg also explained the
and clean as we once thought.
"It doesn't produce huge radio- technical aspects of increasing
active wastes, but it does give off efficiency in energy use by induslocal radiation.
tries and homeowners.
"With fusion," 'said Moseberg,
The third speaker on the series
"unlimited transfer of power is will be Associate Professsor of
possible. The only pollution is Political Science George Lagaswater vapor--so it will rain a little sa, who will discuss US energy
more.
problems and politics on Nov. 18.
"But I haven't looked at fusion
The series will conclude on
as hard as I ought. It would be Dec. 2 with philosophy professor
nice--but we don't have it yet."
Yutaka Yamamoto, who will talk
Asked abg_l!_t his o_\\:n sglution to ~~o!!_t energy and ethics.

VETERAN'S
ecause of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only
nee on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Administration office, Room 322, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m.
Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be directed to The New Hampshire staff.

CAMERA-PHOTO
SHOW
tomorrow Nov. 9 at

MUB
SEE the

Fully
Automatic
and
Manual .

$219.9 5

' ~ponsored by

dt.1:ring the show noo1!-9 p.m.

Rivers Camera Shop
Dover

SALE

MISSES LEI.S URE
ROBES

DANCING
every Fri. & Sat. at the·

the
new
hampshire

CAPE NED DICK
INN
Rhythm & Blues
50's Rock 'n' Roll By

KONICA TC

DAY

BEN BALDWIN
& THE BIG NOTE
25 min. drive

From the Portsmouth Circle.
go 95 N to York ·

needs
reporters!
come to room

151 muh
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Concerned Gays serve the community
GAYS
continued from page 3
year. " I had friends to help me
come out, " he says , "but I realized many people have no
friends . I thought a group like
ours was essential for this area .''
''Every one who goes through ·
the process of coming out feels
better," says Peter. "You come
to deal with something you've
been hassling to yourself.''
Hardy, who would not say if he
is gay, says, "Some people don't
see themselves as having problems being gay. Others want to
talk. They need a support group."
Hardy leads a gay awareness
group at the Counseling and Testing Center. "We provide professional services," he says, "But
generally speaking, I'd say there's
a certain stigma about approaching a shrink about anything.''
Hardy says this is onlv oart of
the reason for the Concerned
Gays' formation.
"Besides support and education, they provide a chance to socialize," he says.
Hardy says the group will have
an impact on UNH gays.
''If the University has a public
group, it lends a certain amount
of support for gays who are absolutely terrified. The biggest problem gays have is fear of exposure," he says.
Scott says the Concerned Gays
"are going to have to be secretive
for a long time.
"I don't like it, bu( it's a necessity," he says. "If we open ourselves individually, we're too vulnerable to anyone. On an individual basis it's very hard."
"Our outreach on campus is with
a lQt of people who are uncomfortable," says Peter. "If our
names are used, we may lose a lot
of our connections with people we
want to keep in touch with."
"The more openness. the better," says Hardy. "However, it's
important for the members of
this organization to keep a low
profile so they don't put students

off. It's for strategic reasons ."
Hardy says gays at UNH are
"Th~ University has been real- the victims of "subtle oppression."
ly positive," Scott says. " What He says the Concerned Gays orwe're worried about is persecu- ganized because "It's incumbent
tion from political forces ."
on the group that's oppressed to
" (Manchester Union Leader make the first move."
Publisher William) Loeb can
This subtle oppression. says
blow anything out of proportion," Hardy. lies in ·'the assumption
says Peter. " We know we 'rt that everybody is straight
treading on uneasy ground, but
"As a group, gays are ignored, "
we feel we 're not stepping out of says Hardy. "It constitutes opbounds ."
Loeb ran a series of editorials pression in that there's such antagonism against gays in the culopposing the formation of a Gay ture, that gays feel very scared.
Students Organization (GSO) at You're constantly told that you
UNH in 1975. The GSO won a are different."
court battle to organize at UNH
Hard_y say_s,, "As long as gays
but disbanded soon after.
"There were no members in feel they are second class cit1our group who were in GSO,'' zens, there will be a need for the
says Peter, "but we knew· we'd group."
Peter says the group hopes to
have a pro bl em, th at people attract
more lesbian members.
would think of GSO, so we changed ''The basic reason there are not
our name.
"We are a different organiza- many women is because most of
tion with a different means of the g1uuv came from D1. Ilc:11 dy':,
reaching out to the community."
(male) rap group last year," he ,
Peter says the group attracts says.
new members through advertise"The lesbians are also dealing
men ts in the New Hampshire, with different issues," says
posters, flyers, and "friend Peter. "Their feminism can
cause splits."
talks to friend."
He says homosexuals, lesbians,
"There are other female supand heterosexuals are welcome port groups on campus," says
to the group's meetings, although David, the Concerned Gays' vice
no heterosexuals and only one or president.
two lesbians have attended.
Many of the Concerned Gays
."We don't question them as far say they couldn't have come out
as where they're at," says Peter. without the group. They say
"We just welcome them, intro- coming out is a vital step in the
duce them to the group, and try to life of a gay.
get to know them as a whole."
"Qtherwise you have to live
Pet says the group is starting with a lie," says John.
to have an hour-long rap session
"It's got to do with self respect
at the end of each meeting, after and pride," says David. "How
organizational business is dis- can you love others if you can't •
cussed.
love yourself? It just tears you
"We just sit back and throw apart."
feedback at each other," he says.
"I need to share something that
''We get to k ow each other on a makes us different from everymore personal level."
bopy else on campus," says Scott.
"Bv forming a gay group," he
"Basically '· says Peter, "the
people that ~ome in with prob-1 'sa:-,::s, ,"I don't want to be a separalems ju~t want someone to talk tist, I want to fit in."
to. We're more like ears. There is
"A lot of people are afraid,"
a mutual understanding of what's says Dana. "Ignorance is our biggoing on ."
gest enemy."

•
•

e

Complete personal resume service
only 7 cents per copy
Avoid. waiting, save
time & money with us

FRANKLIN.

THEATRE
Tues. only

Nov.8
6:30 8: 45

Academy Award Winner
"A Man For All Seasons"

Wed.-Thurs.

Nov. 9 ' 10
6:30 & 8:45

Fellini's ·
''AMARCORD''
Fri.-Sat. ·
Nov. 11,12
6:30 & 9: 15

William Holden . Alec Guiness
".The Bridge on the River
Kwai"
Sun.-Mon.
Nov. 13,14
6:30&8:30

If only they knew she had the power.
"CARRIE"

The new Bose.Model 360
is looking for someone to represent it
Bose is an internationally known maker
We need a Sophomore or Junior as
of high-quality stereo equipment, with a
Campus Representative to market our
fine reputation. If you're looking for a
new Direct/Reflecting®Component
challenge with commensurate reward,
Music System. If you really dig fantastic
- write us today. We'll be contacting you
sound and love good music, you can
communicate your excitement to others. for an interview next week.
Equal opportunity employer M/ F

r-------------7
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Bose Corporation
Dept. CMP-A
The Mountain
Framingham. MAO 170 I
I would like to be considered for the position of Campus
Representative. Please call me for an interview.
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Class
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ART STUDENTS
_,I

UNH offers colllputer science Dlajor

~,..,

ffl~J~~~
(J

Mat Board Scraps.- 20-50% off ~
Mini Mats -- 50 cents
Cut Mats -- 20-50% off
at

.

The Outback

Bergeron said, "The computer
COMPUTER
to be offered more often," he
science students' effect on the
continued from page 2
said.
year in view of the master's proThe BS and MS programs will usage of the computer services is
gram in computer science.
require an additional $5,000 in negligible. With the new option
"Two more faculty members 1977-78, according to Davis. "In the major increase of students
will be needed in the next five 1978-79 the additional cost will in- will be in the senior level courses,
which use mini computers and
years if the MS program grows crease to $7,000," he said.
not the main terminal.''
as planned, " he said, "The proBoth Bergeron and Davis agree
"I don't see an overload in the
gram will start small, eight to ten the new computer science BS and
graduate students for the first MS programs will not cause an .services with the new major,' '
years. "
overload in the computer ser- said Director of Computer Services William Vasiliou. "The serThe MS program will be im- \fices.
vices are upgraded accordil)g~y .
plemented next fall on the conDavis said, "It is a myth that
The
modifications we will be
dition that the sources will be the computer science students
available, according to Davis. · overload the use of the computer making in the next few years will
" More
teaching
assistants. services. They don't use an inor- be able to accommodate the load."
Acting Chairman of the Educaequipment and supplies will be dinate amount of the services.
needed,' ' he said.
Policy Committee of the
" Incrementally the use of the tional
University Board of Trustees
, . According to Bergeron there services by the computer science Margaret
Ramsay, said the
· w111 IJe no additional cost in the students is small compared with
Board
of
Trustees
saw the proBS program initially. "We have the use across campus. Courses
the courses and the faculty now. in physics, social services and grams as " very much needed. "
"We were surprised to find
When c>ert::iin C'011rc;;:pc;:' PnrollJjfo ~cionc o roquiro tho u ~o o f tho
ment increases the cost will also computers as do courses in the New Hampshire didn 't have a
program already, '' she said.
increase. More courses will have Whittimore School,'' Davis said.

Visit The CANON "Rep"
at the 5th Annual

CAMERA and PHOTO SHOW
Wedn~sday
November 9th
atMUB
Strafford Room
noon-9 p.m.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

SPECIAL
SHOW PRICES
on many items

~[g~~ [g~

CPA
REVIEW

<NYLON ONLY)
LARGEST SELECTION OF WARM-UPS IN SEACOAST
OVER 200 IN STOCK
19.95-42.95
HOCKEY STICKS - :3 FOR THE PRICE OF 2
TITAN -COODER- LOUIS VILLE
GYM SHORTS- WITH OR WITHOUT POCKETS
SWEAT SHIRTS - WITH OR WITHOUT HOODS

(WE SHARPEN & RADIUS SKATES
WE ALSO TAKE TRADE-INS)

$279. 95 w 1.8 lens

OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRl::SENT

1/3oFUSA

(flash-w inder extra)

i ********
PETTEE ~

*

! MARKET!

********
" Fancy Meats
and

Fine ProYisions

M-Th- 9:30-5:30
Fri - 9 :30-9:00
Sat- 8:00-5 :00

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

AE-1

COURSES BEGIN MAY 22 & NOV 21

BROOK

OF STRINGiNG WITH P U RCHASE OF NEW RAQUET

Hours

BO STON - DOWNTO WN 6 ·17-536-1440
CAhJTON
6 17-536- 1440

*

1,2

* SPECIALS THIS WEEK *
STATE OF MAINE FRYING
CHICKENS . .. .. . . . .. . .. ... ... . ... 45¢ lb.
FRESH HADDOCK .. .. .. .. .... .. . i1.89 lb.
POTATOES (5 lb . bag ) .... . ............ 59¢
CANTELOUPES . .. .... . . ... . . . . ... 49¢ ea.
OCEANSPRAYCRANBERRY
COCKTAIL ( 48 oz .) . . . .... .. .. ... . . . . 89 ¢
KRAFT MACARONI & CHEESE
DINNER (7 oz.) .... . . .. ....... . .. 4/$1.00
HOOD FIRM & FROSTY
YOGURT QTS .... . ............. . .. . .. 89¢

ALSO

--THANKSGIVING TURKEY GIVEAWAY--

256CENTRAL AVE.

DOVER,N.H.

PHONE

_ 742-8616
SHOP W HERE THE PROS SHOP

Puttillg
this
face , J
in your future. ,
Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can
heir, plan your financ.ial future with
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's
leadet in life insur1\nce for college seniors.
Find out about Coll~geMaster.
Call the Fidelit)' Union CollegeMaster®
Field ,\ssociate in your area:

FREE 12-14 LB SWIFTS
BlJTTERBALL TURKEY
GIVEN AWAY DAILY
NOVEMBER 14-23
COME IN & REGISTER TODAY!

p ettee bro o k lane

durham 868-2121

John Van Epps
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Durhaill and UNH propose ~o build an $800,000 Fire Station
lll,?E: ~ IATION
continued from page 1
vet. said Town Selectman James
Chamberlain:
Fire Commissioner David
Flanders, Director of the UNH
Public Safety Department, said
the main problem with the
proposed site is traffic pattern
problems.
"An ideal situation is when
drivers of the emergency
vehicles have a clear view of the
street they're entering and
drivers on the street have a clear
view of the entering vehicles,"
said Flanders, "but the proposed ·
site is hidden from view for thi
most part.
"Once the site is approv ,
studies could be made to de rmine where to place sirens and
traffic lights so that other
vehicles on Rosemary Lane ,
Madbury Road and G2.rrison

said Greenawalt, "but it has ac- firm of Isaak and Isaak helped ,
· :!ess to the concentrations of the site selection committee ,
· population and businesses by way decide on the downtown location .
The site will have to be apof Madbury Road, Garrison
Avenue and Rosemary Lane.
proved by the UNH board of
"Time is the most important trustees and the voters of
consideration when choosing a Durham will have to support a
site -for ·emergency vehicles," • bond.issue_ before the new station said Greenawalt.
~s built, said Greenawalt.
·
The proposed building will cost
The University would have to
an estimated $70,000 more than if go through the state legislature to
it were built on another site, on appropriate funds. Instead, the
Mast Road across from the town of Durham, being a
Forestry building, according to municipality, could easily float a
Greenawalt.
bond and would then bill the
The Mast Road site was rejec- University for its two-third share
ted because of the greater time of the cost on a regular basis, said
required to get from Mast Road Greenawalt . .
to the population concentrations
"We are keeping our eyes open
and businesses, said Greenawalt. for federal projects as an alterThe new two-story station nate source of funding ," said
would include space for all fire Greenawalt, "but we aren't counand ambulance corps vehicles, ting on it."
administrative offices, a meeting
He said Manchester and
room, iraining room , a bunk Somersworth recently received
Avenue would ~et ,H.le4uate warnroom for nremen anct ctormllory tecteraJ grants to help build their
ing of the entering emergency space for six student call new fire stations.
iiremen.
Chamberlain said the sewer
veh1cles," said Flanders.
The Manchester architectural project under way, a need for an
"The site looks land-locked,"

t

updated t9wn incinerator , a
proposed new school and new fire
station "are all real burdens on
the tax payer, but the fire station
is needed because we have four
pieces of emergency ,equipment
we have to store outside the
station now, ·and the kitchen and
hunk facilities inside the station
~!'~ very inadequate.''
"The fastest way to ruin
equipment is to leave it exposed
to the elements," said Flanders.
"It increases reaction time to
keep emergency equipment outdoors, especially in the cold
weather," he said .
·Flanders said, "I could envision complaints about noise
from people near the proposed
site, because it won't be just fii;e
calls but ambulance ~alls also
that the station will b~ responding to."
Rogers said the pros and cons
of havmg a fire station "in your
backyard" had to be considered.
"Yes I want it there so it can get to
me t'ast, but no, I don't want -it

there because of the noise and
congestion," he said.
Flanders said that in an area
less diverse a town could get by
with less equipment and would
not need such a large station.
"Because of the diverse
situations in Durham
laboratories, high rises , commercial and residential districts,
rural districts with barns and no
watermains, high concentrations
of populati~n during the school
year - diverse and specialized
equipment is needed," said Flanders .
He said the ambulance corps
was doing more rescue work that
demanded special equipment to
be housed as well.
The building that the fire
department presently occupies
would become prime aeademic
space once vacated , Rogers said.
A model of

Durham Bike
WINTER RA T ES
on Overhauls
a nd Storage ....... . . . . . . . . $20
USED BIKES . .. ... .. . . $15-$500
Lights and Reflectors
26 in. TIRES . . . .. . .. . . . .. $2.00
With This ad

Interested in working
with small-format
television?
S.V.1.O. NEEDS
NEW MEMBERS

De_ar Mom and Dad,, Things are swell he~~ at cofl.ege except, of course, the
food, which is s·o bad thaf I'm D down to 91 lbs. D living on
salted-water D sending samples to the biology lab D hoping
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent
meal. ·
· ~\I sure could go for some of M~m's good ol' D ~pple pie
□ .K1Z de Veau la Finapciere □ blood transfusions D Trailw~ys tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at

Experience is not
necessary. It is easy
to learn. Come see what it's all about.
All key list people must attend !

WED. NOV. 9th

7:00 p.m. Room 1 lOA
MUB

a

mme.

Da~, ~ext time we get together,. I want to tell you
D about' my part-:time job Dhow.I suddenly realized what a
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are D where I left
your car last New Year's Eve · D thanks for making-this trip
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket.
I also need some advice on D a personal matter D my
backhand· D where one can hire decent servants these days
D how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trailways ticket.
·
Got to sign off now and go □ to class □ to pieces
D drop three or four courses D to the Trailways station to
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for
the weekend. ·
'
;
Love,

male & female
Hairstyling
PHONE
868-7051
29 Main St.
Durham

Hours
Mon .-Sat.
9-5::JO

Thur.

C\'C

til 8

PERU

~I
oston -Lima- Bosto
JAN. 5-12, 1978

. $383.90

Ii

contact :
Helen Evans
· Spanish Dept.
Murkland Hall

§

Hotel and \Breakfast .

· . only

: 862-1218

I

thP prapos;: od ngw

station and its placement on the
site has been prepared by Isaak
and Isaak and is on displ&y at the
Durham Town Offices .

P. S.Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here
when I go to catch the bus.
There is a $5 service charge for prepaid tickets. The user will be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the ticket is ready. Prepaid
round-trip tickets are good for one year from the date of purchase. Prepaid one-way tickets are good for 60 da ys from the date of purchase.
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Senator Downing says he 1nay run for governor

happy
birthday

DOWNING
continued from page 3 _

rob!!
~

V

We've got tr..e boots Arn9rica is searching for :

that everything was up in the air
so long. It was not unfortunate
that people had a more thorough
exposure to the budget,'' said
Downing. "The people who had
the responsibility for the budget
learned more than they ever did
before."
Downing said the budget "still
has serious problems that must
be addressed."
He said he thought the University portion of the budget was "a
disgrace.
"Clearly we did not meet our
responsibility. It is costing resident students too much to attend.
It was one of the difficult parts of
the oudget. The governor and 12
,nembers (of the senate) thought
· over $1 million could be taken out
of the budget. Thank heaven the
governor didn't prevail. Anything

less than the current budget derstands the legislative process
would have been a disaster," said enough to run the government.
Downing.
The legislature likes a set pattern
"I think the state aid to higher and rules. You just don't keep
education is lacking seriously," changing the name of the game
said Downing. "To improve it, because a certain news media
the chief executive has to take a puts pressure on you. The chief
stand. The present chief execu- executive long ago lost any indivtive has very little sense of state idual identity to the largest newsaid to any situation. I think that paper in the state," said Downing.
funding public education and sup"Rather than offer a magic solport is not compatible with his
ution,
you have to inform people
real thinking.
"The legislative hierarchy is of the situation from the highest
all Republican. The speaker of -level of state government," said
the house and the senate presi- Downing. "The fact that we rank
dent are Republicans. It is the fiftieth in state aid to higher edumajority party in the state. A cation points out that we're lacklarge part of running the state is ing something. I think what we
that they are all on a different are lacking is leadership.''
track most of the time," said
"People will do the right and
Downing.
responsible thing if we have the
"I don't think the governor un- right leader." said Downing.

t.he original HPrman SURVIVORS®. MRde in

Maine since 1879. Built around a never-changing
idea of what a boot should be.

~·l\\T\\\ll\S
S\E ,.·· 'h =~·-: . .:i:. trtY'

Seabrook
C otne in and join us
trillls -begin
For a Moonlight Breakfast

-~ ·• •w,., . .. .

At YOUTigs Restaurant
48-Main Sf.
1

DEALER:

.R ED'S

\>~

,~iHOEBAR
35 BROADWAY ,-DOVE
MON-FRI 9:30-9
SAT9-5:30

WE ARE OPEN UNTIL
2:00 A.M.
each Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

SEABROOK
continued from page 2
to leave the areas which had been
designated for the dem~mstration, once they were advised to do
so by the state police and other
authorized persons.
Neither Cray nor Forbes was
involved -in the actual arrest of
Wentworth. Their questioning
centered on the events leading to
the arrests and to the possible entrance pf persons onto 'the site after the evacuation notice was
given.
The proceedings were delayed
because a crowd of approximately 80 persons, both defendants
and their supporters arrived at
the courthouse. The remaining
trials will be scheduled for a later
date, according to court officials.
10 defendants were allowed to
view the drawing of the trial jury
for the Wentworth case. In all,
five juries were drawn yester-·
day.

Located Second Floor MUB

WE'RE NOT JOST GREAT ICE CREAM
· We've got
Quiches for a Satisfying Lunch or
Apple Pie a la mode for a Delicious Snack
Homemade Cookies offer an inexpensive treat

GET WITH IT: "Follo~ Your Nose" TO
Contact Richard Kane 2-2484

Ask about our CHRISTMAS CATERING PACKAGE
Beginning November 28th
Our regular catering menu ranges from
Hot Hord'oeuvres to Full Sit Down Meals
Le~ UN H Catering ~o the W{)rk at y<;m r ne~t fun~_tion

OB

Never a -Cover Charge

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY!!!
BIGGEST DANCE FLOOR IN TOWN!JJ

TONIGHT:
"WILi> O~ES"

WED:
''DISCO ' '

Marlon Brando

Casey Holt

THURS:
"IN CONCERT"
Willie Alexander
Band
"BOSTON'S BIGGEST"

FRI & SAT:
"ROCK & ROLL"
Zero Miles Band

Don't Forget MUB Grubs
speedy checkout service & extra lunch seats ·

BREAKFAST
SPECIALS

7:30
to
10:30

i. Two Scrambled Eggs, Home Fries, Toast
2. Two Fried Eggs, Home Fries, Toast
3. Cheese Omelet, Toast
4. Blueberry Pancakes, Sausage
5. French Toast, ~~usage
PlusJui~e & Coffee

TANDY
continued from page 3
"I feel I have the qualifications
and the time to run the organization in the best interest for
the students." saiq. Tand_y.
Tandy has been involved with
Student Government since last
semester when he transferred to
the Durham camous.
· "I felt out student government
here befor~ I tran·sferred. !.Jan
for student senator last April to
represent Liberal Arts Commuters,'' said Tandy.
The Student Caucus voted Tandy one of the nine undergraduate
members of the new Academic
Senate. He also serves on the
Commuter Cooncil, the Off CamOU5
pus Advisory Board and the
Legal Services Committee for
Student Government.
Tandy said he was not involved
with
any
other
student
organization because he did not
have the time. He said Student
Government is "what I like to do
with mv P.xtr::i t.imP.."
Tandy said he did not "foresee
any immediate solutions" to many
of the problems at UNH.
He said the build-up housing in
dorms is a problem that "has to
be taken care of immediately
with a proper settlement for
students.
"There is also the problem of
off campus housing--the general
lack of it--which forces students
to take poor and costly housing,"
· said Tandy.
"We have to let them (the administrators) · know that we're
not going to tolerate it anymore,"
said Tandy.
''The parking problem is a co11tinuous conflict of interest between students on campus and
commuters," said Tandy. "We'll
have to do a lot of talking about
the problem. Carpooling would
release some of the pressure
along with .more efficient
Kari-van schedules," said Tandy.
"Tuition is another issue which
has to be dealt with. We have to
have a continual effort against
tuition increase. With the Keene
and Plymouth campuses we
could form a continual voicing of

student wants and needs to the
legislature," said Tandy.
"We are a minority special interest group and we have to treat
it .that way," said Tandy. "Our
efforts would be more efficient if
we had a continuous effort in
combating the tuition increase.
"I'm looking for more coordination with the Keene campus. Thi)-7 have needs that we can
help them with. They are part of
our University System," said
Tandy.
"I'm looking toward a broad information system to get as much
information as possible from
administrators
and
other
colleges in New England," said
Tandy.
. "It's ~ matter of opening the
Imes of communication and
keeping them open. Not just
openin~ it up because you want
something and them letting · it
stagnate," said Tandy.
Tandy said he feels Student
Government
has
to
"professionalize" to be effective.
"We have to deal with
professionals to solve our
problems," said Tandy. "If we
are going to accomplish our
goals, we have to have a better
'with
the
relationship
professionals.We have to become
professionals ourselves. We have
to be better informed and more
organized to gain respect from
them.·
"Jimmy (O'Neill) has opened I
lines ot communication and has
gained certain amounts of
respect from the administration.
We can expand on this," said
Tandy.
"After being a senator and
campaigning,
I think the
majority of students don't know
we 're here.," said Tandy.
"I'd like to publicize for input-negative or positive. We can't
improve if we don't know what
students think;'' he said.
"I think student government
has been functional in the past
but we have to put more energy
into it and professionalize so the
people we're dealing with know
what wl're doing,'' said Tandy.

it's time to

1ABOUT PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
come to the

CAREER INFORMATION DAY
for students of
University of New Hampshire
Keene State College

New Hampshire College

St. Anselm's College

~ n Pierce eollege

Mt. St. Mary College

Nathaniel Hawthorne College

Plymouth State College

New England College

Rivier College

Notre Dame College

Colby-Sawyer College

Daniel Webster College

TALK DIRECTLY TO REPRESENTATIVES FROM BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY,
FEDERAL AGENCIES, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, GRADUATE SCHOOi.a
AND OTHERS ABOUT:
• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
• SKILLS NEEDED FOR ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS
• EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

WEDNESDAY
10:00 a. m. TO 3:00 p. m.

NOVEMBER· 16, 1977
· NEW HAMP~HIRE COLLEGE GYJNASIUM
2500 NORTH RIVER ROAD
MANCHESTER, ~W HAMPSHl~E
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editorial
Don't pass up the opportunity
"Vote! Vote! Vote! Vote!" is the message in a
classified advertisement in today's issue which is
paid for by the UNH Student Government. The
message should be received by everyone on campus.
The election for student body president is coming next week, and the opportunity is available for
every student to become aware of the candidates
and the things they stand for.
Not only ha~e all the carid1dates been interviewed by The New Hampshire, but a series of
debates has been arranged to give them even more
exposure and a real chance to sell themselves to
UNH students.

Union Student Organization (MUSO) is sponsoring a campus-wide debate next Monday night.
The substance of these debates should be understood oy all.
One issue so far in the campaign has been the
lack of issues. The debate format is a chance to
clarify some things. Subjects . such as build-ups,
overcrowded classrooms, rising tuition, and the
never ending issue of pass/ fail are sure · to be
covered, and the answers given by each of the five
candidates will show just how qualified and just
how committed each one is.
The debates should give students the opportunity anu lhe inf ou11alion lo 1nak1:: an intclli~t:nl de-

A debate will be heh.I, ::.td1 ti11~ lumu11 vw nitihl,

The opportunity i:, there for

all of u:, lo learn.

It's an opportunity we should not pass up.

cision.

in each .of the residential areas. The Memorial

This paper has charged that the UNH Student
Government has been ineffective from time to
time. These debates and the ensuing election gives
the students a chance to change that. The right
person, combined with the right advice should ·
better the condition of the UNH student. Progress
will be slow, but the potential is there. Many
groups, including The New Hampshire, are
waiting for this progress.
The five candidates all claim to have the initiative and the right ideas and credentials for the job.
It is now up to us to decide which of the candidates can be the most effective.

Thanks for the memories
got him in Bill Burnham. He owns just about
every UNH rushing record and just about as many
New England records. He'll play his last regular
season game Saturday for UNH.
It isn't too often that a small school sees a continuing stream of its players matriculating to the
pro ranks. We've seen Dave Rozumek and Bruce
Huther make it so far, and we're sure to see Burnham and Jeff Allen and perhaps some others give it
a try next year.
And it isn't too often that a school gets to see a
champion, consistently. UNH used to play the
role of the pretender to the crown of Massachusetts, but the roles have been reversed. It's now
Massachusetts who must try to avenge loss after
loss.
As has been mentioned, we've been spoiled.
The Wildcat football team has put UNH on the
map. We travelled to New Orleans for the playoffs two years ago and we travelled to Bozeman,
Montana last year. Each time, the Cats did the
University and- the state proud through their efforts. The team was defeated along the way, but a
great amount of respect was gained in the process

This year's UNH football season comes down to
just one game, as it has in the past two years.
We've been spoiled around rere, and we expect
the big win, naturally. But win or lose, we hope
the players and coaches know the campus has
been proud of the team for the past four years,
and more recently, for one helluva football show
this season.
It isn't too often that a school knows the excitement and the pleasure which goes along with having a championship caliber team.
Fortunately, UNH has had more than its share
of successful teams. Hockey, tennis, gymnastics,
and more have given UNH champions.
· But there's something special about the tootbaii
team. It's more than the sport which draws the
most people and the sport which foots the bill for
the rest of the athletic program. It's the sport most
people associate with intercollegiate athletics and
the sport people identify with the most.
And as far as football goes, we've had our share
of winners as well.
It isn· t too often that a school gets to see the
most prolific running back in New England. We've

from football and educational people all over the
country.
This season, we've had a glimpse from the top
again. The team was rolling along with a perfect
7-0 record and was ranked number one in the na- ·
tion in Division II until Rhode Island came along.Very few teams in any sport get as psyched as
the Rams were that day two weeks ago. Very few
teams would have beaten the Rams that day. UNH
almost did.
A win Saturday will mean a share of the Yankee
Conference crown. It will also mean another trip
to the playoffs and another chance at the elusive
national championship.
Those thoughts are in the minds of the players,
the coaches and the 25,000 or so fans who will jam
Cowell Stadium next Saturday. It should be a
thriller. But, win or lose, we hope we're not too· .
spoiled that we forget to appreciate the team for
its efforts this year and in years past.
One way of the other, Saturday afternoons
won't be quite the same without Bill Burnham,
without Jeff Allen, Bill Wharff, Grady Vigneau
and all the seniors. For ·t hose memories and for the
memories we hope are to come, we are thankful.

letters
Women's rights
To The Editor:
"Individual rights are a luxury only
a very rich society can afford," says
University System lawyer, Joseph

Millimet. He says that "the only suits
· brought against the University System
have heen 'women's rights' cases." He
says that "such cases cost the University System 'a considerable amount of
money' ... '\ Then he says, "The
University feels equally strongly that
it does not discriminate against women."
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Finally, he annmmces that the University System has hired a full time
lawyer for $26,500 to review University
Programs and make sure they do not
conflict with federal or state Jaws. If
we take into consideration how expensive "individual rights" are and how
these "cases" are costing the University System "a considerable
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amount of money" and how there are
all these women (whom the University
feels strongly that it does not discriminate against) asking for equitable
compensation, perh?PS the U,niversity
could put that $26,500 to better use.
To begin with, the University
System could pay the women what
they rightfully deserve, thus eliminating all of these costly cases and the
need for a full time civil rights lawyer,
since "the only suits brou_ght against
the University System have been
'women's rights' cases."
The $26,500 salary could pay two
· professor's salaries, fund a women's
center, and be used as financial aid a worthy consideration since N.H.
ranks 50th in the amount of state funds
available in 77-78.
Finally, I have to add that I'm fed up
with all this fuss about Professor
Kolodny ! I am truly ashamed to be a
part of a University System that treats
a person of Professor Kolodny'·s
caliber so shamefully. Professor
Kolodny is one of those rare teachers
who truly teaches. She is a brilliant
~oman, a superb professor, and a
most giving and caring person. She is
merely asking for what is rightfully
hers. It is incredible and shocking to
me that Professor Kolodny has to go to
such measures and tolerate such
abuse just to get what should have
been hers from the start.
Judith Greenlow

Tenant
To the editor:
Your article about our apartment
was basically accurate in cataloguing
several of the deficiencies of the establishment, though hardly graphic
enough to convey the state of debilitation into which the building has
fallen, which is, admittedly, a subjective complaint.
But we feel that it should be pointed
out, in agreement with Mr. DiBerto,
that we did not request the structural
repairs "as far as safety"; the Dover
Fire Department did. In two letters,
the first dated Oct. 5, Inspector
Hughes officially requested a schedule
of improvements including hazardous
wiring, fire escapes, and locks.
DiBerto failed to respond.
Furthermore, it was not noted that
DiBerto's removal of trash from the
lower halls and apartments was
instigated by a letter from the Dover
Health Officer who viewed the
building in response to the request
of another student, now living in
Newmarket, who is suing DiBerto in
another, similar action.
Again, agreeing with Mr. DiBerto,
we said we'd pay the gas: we have.
And the lead paint's in David's
room, the peeling ceiling in Larry's.
Larry Ladd
David Yohalem

About Letters ,
The N_ew Hampshire accel!_ts all responsible letters to the editor

and pnnts them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion
of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
w?rds in. o_rder to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing.
Fmal dec1s10ns on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire Room 151,
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
'
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dent have all addressed var10us fa.sues · posed to a smoke-filled room or
which are of immediate concern to automobile. Decision time and reacthe students. All have said briefly that tion time can be impaired by these
they will try to improve the situation. levels. (5) When nonsmokers leave a
I do not feel that this "I'll give it smoky environment it takes hours for
a try" attitude is what the members the carbon monoxide to leave their
To the Editor :
of the student body deserve.
bodies. (6) Smoke-filled rooms and
At this time I would like to forThe issues such as: on and off- smoke-filled automobiles violate stanmally announce my candidacy for the
campus housing shortages ; parking ; dards for pure air quality set by the
position of student body president.
class sizes ; p roblems with the MUB various agencies of the-United States
Some three weeks ago, I observed
definitely have to be dealt with direct- government. (7) Even when a smoker.
ly, and in a firm manner. The people inhales, two-thirds of the smoke goes
the growing number of potential canwith whom we must deal are profes- directly into the environment. (8)
didates. I was, at this time, fully
nd
prepared to declare my ca idacy ; sionals. If we are to resolve these is- Tobacco smoke in the environment
however, I chose not to do so solely
sues and aspire to our goals, we must can precipitate aJlergic attacks ,
be as organized and as throughly pre- headaches , eye irritation , nasal sympfor one reason. There was a canditoms, nausea, coughing and wheezing.
date whom I felt had the capacity
pared as those we are working with.
for the job and who overall mainI realize what must be done now (9) Fifteen million Americans are
th
tained the same opinions as I wi
to resolve the greatest number of allergic to smoke both as newly formregard to the operation of an efficient problems which face us students. We ed and as residues remaining susstudent government. This past week
must further organize the government pended in the air of enclosed spaces
that Jim O'Neill i~ leaving us. We for hours. (10) Smokers are insensitive
I was surprised to hear that this
person, whom I supported, had with- have to establish functioning lines of to the unpleasant odors of smoke in
drawn his candidacy. I then realized communication with the faculty show- large part because of the destructive
that if I wanted to see solid ideas administration and gain their trust effects of smoke on the inner linings of
implemented by the next student gov- and respect by showing them we are the nose. (11) Smoking is a major
ernment, I would have to obtain a capable and have the capacity to deal cause of halitosis (bad breath). ( 12)
position of significant influence, one with them as the professionals they Odorous particles from smoke cling to
from which I could help guide the are.
skin and clothing for hours. (13 ) In instudent government in a forwardly
Peter Tandy dustrialized nations cigarette smoking
is the greatest single cause of excess
direction. For these reasons I feel it
is important that I become the next
morbidity and mortality from lung
and other cancer, from heart attacks ,
president of the student body.
Prccontly I havo a very s trong com
and also from emphysema in both men
mitment to the students of this univer- To the Editor:
and women. ( 14) Smoke and its
sity. I am a liberal arts commuter
Did vou know that : (1) Nonsmokers
residues can interfere with the mental
senator. I am now serving within the make up two-thirds of the adult
alertness and thought processes of susAcademic Senate, working directly population in the country and three, ceptible smokers so they become
with the faculty and administration. 1 fourths of the total population. (2)
less capable of intellectual performance and less able to put forth the efam actively serving as a member o{ Smoke from the burning end of
fort required in studying. ( 15) The
both the Legal Service ~ommittee_~nd cigarette contains higher concen_tobacco industry currently has an-anthe Commuter Council. In add1!10 n · trations of harmful substances than
to these positions, 1 _am a~ advisor ! smoke inhaled by the smoker, in- · nual advertising budget of 200 million
to th_e off-campus housmg office.
· eluding twice as much tar and
dollars. (16) The University regulation
With a new Student Government nicotine four times as much benon smoking in class1 ooms reads, " No
constitution being created, I see th_e zoapyre~e and 46 times as much am- - smoking is to be allowed in University
classrooms, except at the discretion of
role of th~ next st~dent bod& oresi- monia. (3) The young children of
dent as bem~ more im_poten~ t _an_e~er smokers, compared with the young
the instructor in courses that are held
in classrooms provided with adequate
before. ~t will be up to this mdivid- children of nonsmokers, have twice
ash trays ." Notice that the issue of the
ual to gmd~ the-government to be~or~- the incidence of acute bronchitis and
fundamental human right to breathe
ing a cohesive and forceful body w\thm pneumonia , and carry a higher inclean and safe air has been reduced
this academic; community. I believe I cidence of respiratory disease into
their adult years. (4) The hemoglobin
here to an instructor's discretion ,
can do this .
The peopl~ who __are presently see~- tied up by carbon monoxide may inmajority rule, custodial convenience,
and doing the nonsmokers " a big
_ing the position of student body pres1- cr~ase 500 percent in an individual ex-

Candidacy

Nonsmokers

r. . . . . . . . . . . .
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favor."
after my letter that they do now wish
Are you willing to accept this state of to declare themselves for fear of
affairs in passive silence? If non- retaliation in grades and recnmmensmokers organize and refuse to settle . dations. Knowing the integrity of my
for compromises which sell out their faculty colleagues as I do, I believe the
fundamental right, it is likely that they fear to be groundless. However, I
will make major advances in time.
promise not to use anyone's name
If you care about nonsmokers'
without express approval.
rights, declare yourself now. On Oct.
I am willing to play an active
14 the editor of .]'he New Hampleadership role on this issue but only if
shire published my letter in which I
a sizeable number of people say they
invited everyone in the University
care and are willing to work with me .
community
undergraduates,
For example, we need people to gather
graduate students, faculty , staff, etc.
- to contact me if they shared my signatures on petitions.
If you care, now is your chance .
concerns about the hazards smoking
presents to nonsmokers . Only a There may not be another chance.
statement of concern was r~quested, Write to me via intra-campus mail or
not a commitment to play an active leave a note in my office. Room 112 in
role.
Conant Hall.
Ronald K Shor
The response from students so far
Department of Psychology
has been meager . Four un862-2369
<ifrgraduates privately inf'lrmed me

The back f 1·1e---------.

The following article is excerpted from a story that appeared on page one of The New Hampshire on March 10,
1966.

Parking prohle1ns
"There are three thousand faculty, staff. and student cars
registered at UNH and slightly less than 1800 University parking spaces, " stated Dean C. Robert Keesey, secretary of the
University traffic committee.
"Fortunately not all of these vehicles are operated on campt..; at one time, " he added .
"Traditionally funds for parking facilities have been considered low priority and the first cut from the budget." the
Dean said. "The tra ffic committee la st fall adopted a poli·
cy of fighting this trend."
ThP- Dean estimates the need for a minimum of :wo commuter and 200 faculty and staff parking spots by next fall .
"I can 't see any immediate solution to tlw growing need
for additional parking facilities.·· said Keesey.
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The New Hampshire
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is accepting
applications for salaried positions
for spring semester, 1978.
The New Hampshire is seeking imaginative
alld dedicated students for the following positions:
*New,s _Editors (2)
*Arts Editor

Applications may be picked up at room
151 in the MUB.
Deadline for completed applications is Dec. 9.
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UNH director Edwards sails and directs tales

1

By Brendan DuBois
play, you run the publicity camUNH Theater director John paign, you design the costumes,
Edwards sits in his cluttered of- you design the scenery, and you
fice in Paul Arts. He sports a design the lighting.
neatly trimmed beard and wears
"You direct the play in the
a handsome suit. His twinkling· evening 1 you build the scenery in!
eyes are surrounded by laugh the afternoon, and you teach
wrinkles.
classes in the morning. It's the
Edwards is animated and it's1 pace that kills, and for about
easy to get the impression that three years of that you learn
he'd rather be on stage than in his something about everything. It
office.
was nice because I was my own
Edwards smiles gracefully boss, and I was also my own
when he talks about his work.
slave."
"I love it," said Edwards.
After three years in Texas,
"Anything I want to do, I can do. Edwards went back to NorthSometimes I feel sad for the· western to work on his doctorate.
While there, he was offered a
fellow faculty members who have
to teach the same problem over job on the theater staff at the
and over again.
university. He accepted, but was
"When you teach theater, reluctant, since he wanted to get
however, you teach a principle, away from the Midwest.
But five years later, something
and every year you bring in different scenes, which means came up.
unltmtted material that you·re
'"Asher Moore, whom I knew at
working with. It's never boring, Northwestern, was appointed the
and there's always new talent first Chair of Philosophy at the
and new ideas."
University of New Hampshire,"
Edwards started his theater said Edwards. "When he came
career early, with the help of a out here 1 he discovered that they
grandfather who read him the were building a fine arts center,
classics, and a teacher who ·and that they were looking for a
recognized his talent and gave DirectorofTheater.
him a part in a high school play.
''So, he wrote me a four-page
After his sophomore year in single-spaced letter about
high school, Edwards spent his everything at UNH. He then said
summers involved in various I should come out and take a look.
summer theaters.
I had never been north of New
"Quite a few people first enter York City before so I was wild to
the theater by acting," said Ed- see New England. New Hamwards. "I think acting is the most shire, to. a person living in
natural impulse we have, and Chicago, seems like the most
although there are many jobs in glamorous place in the world,
theater, including playwright, similar to California. I came out
directors, scene designers, and in 1961, just out of curiosity, and
all the lighting and technical I've been here ever since, as
things that go on, still, the one Director of Theater."
·
ingredient th;it we all are most
He smiles again as he discusses
drawn to is the person who does his work.
"There are a lot of fun things
the act. Seeing that happen in
front of you is thrilling."
involved," said Edwards, "and
After high school, Edwards en- part of that is selecting plays that
tered Northwestern University. will fit together to make a fine
He wanted to become a season.•t
professional actor.
"And quite often, we have a
''When I went to college,
choice of ten to twelve plays,
thought I was going to be a some of which are suggested by
Shakespearean actor for my students, some by the audience,
whole life/' Edwards said.
and sometimes there will a
"In fact, I was considering special project like Carol Luca's
changing my name to a more Musical Comedy Class' Noah
glamorous one. However, I had a production, Two By Two."
very good acting teacher and we
"Getting all these plays lined
got that cleared up withi11 two up is what the faculty does as a
weeks,'' Edwards said laughing. whole, and that's fun."
After he graduated, Edwards
"The. thing that's not so fun is
went on for his masters degree in · when shows that you have great
theater, specifically in teaching hopes for don't draw as we,11 as
and directing.
you expected,'' said Edwards,
After receiving his Masters, "because we attempt to be
Edwards got a job as theater fiscally responsible.
director at a small Ft. Worth,
"There is also a dual respon'
sibility between providing a stage
Texas college.
"So I went off and I was a one- where all the people taking
man department,'' Edwards courses in the department will
said. "One-man departments are have an opportunity to practice
the best training for any theater their art, and for the audience,
director, becau~e you choose the who comes and pays real money

Theater director John Edwards loves the theater.

John Edwards likes to see his student do well.
to see the shows.-We want them to
be entertained, and we hope to
broaden their horizons.''
Surprisingly, for a head of a ·
complex entity like the theater
department, Edwards has no
complaints. However, he would
like to see some changes.
"I have no real gripes," said
Edwards, "but we seem at times
to hit a point where we are using
everybody on campus who seems
to be interested in theater, and I
know that can't be true.
"With ten to eleven thousand
people, there must be some who
want to be in a show or do a show.
I would like to see- more people
coming in.
·
"Say, for example, there were
some people who wanted to write
a musical. They could come over
and say, 'We would like to sign up
for one of the theaters, or for
Murkland, but we'd like a little
help.'

son does the 11: 20 news every
night, and was a soccer player
until he broke his leg last summer. He's presently a junior.
"My daughter graduated last
June, and is out in San Francisco,
working with dance. Each are interested in theater in his own
way. My wife is an avid theater
goer, and at the moment is
writing a book. She is also very
keen on sailing.''

(Nick Novick photos).
Sailing is Edwards' favorite
hobby.
"I'm crazy about sailing," said
Edwards. "I think sailing is one
of the most beautiful things that
man has ever devised. The glory
of being able to move a boat
through all the physical properties of the wind and the sails,
almost seems to be a miracle,
like ballet.
EDWARDS, page 17

Symphony

•

is sound

By Dana Jennings
The UNH Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Alan Grishman,
took its audience on time trip this past Sunday at JohnsQn
Theater.
The symphony made stops in Maurice Ravel's 20th Century,
Franz Schubert's 19th Century and Joseph Haydn's 18th Century.
The best piece performed by the Symphony was Haydn's
"Violin Concerto in C" (1764).
Conductor Grishman was the focus of this nu,mber. Aside from
conducting, he also played violin, performing an excellent solo.
It seemed as though Grishman was possessed by the music. The
violin became an extension of his body, controlled by his emotions.
"Le Tombeau de Couperin" (1917) was another good piece performed by the orchestra.
.,. ,
The music was light and lively. Violins dominated the music.
_During the Prelude, their sound created images of sunrise, a time
when only pigeons are prowling the street.
During the Forlane the woodwinds took over, giving an old
English ballad feeling.
The final piece performed by the orchestra was Schubert's
SymphDnyNo. 3inD (1815).
The work started spritely, then built slowly and heavily to a
climax. It was like a butterfly turning into a cannonball.
Throughout the piece the music built to a peak, then stopped
aoruptJy, and slowly built again. It was as if the music stopped to
let the audience catch its breath.
The intimacy of Johnson Theater lent itself well to the performance. The audience wasn't blasted out by the music, and was
, close enough to catch the nuances of each musician's performance.

"Or, they could come over and
say: 'We're going to do this and
we don't want any help. We're a
splinter group, and we don't think
anything you're doing is good.'
"Then, you'd have the same
kind of effect of concentration as
in Gasoline Alley in Durham. If
there was just one gas station,
you could drive by it. But when
there's so many, you think, gee, I
wonder if I'm low on fuel. So the .
more theatrical activity·you get
going, the more people who are .
interested get involved. When
Theater-By-The-Sea in Portsmouth started, it was a helpful
thing for us."
''We would like more voice
training, more dance training,
more singing training," said Edwards. "It would be nice to have
an orchestra that had the time to
work more with us. But people in
\
the orchestra have to do the march- (
ing band, they have to do Mr.
Grishman's orchestra, so there's
so much for them to do.
"It would be nice to have
another theater, which isn't as
impossible as it sounds.
"If we had another theater, it
would about one-half the size of
the Johnson, somewhere in the
neighborhood of three to four
hundred people.
"The Johnson Theater is a little
bit hard for immature voices to
handle, both in singing and
speaking. For instance, you'll
notice that Forum was miked,
because there aren't that many
students who ·can sing and carry
to the back. It's wonderful
acoustics, but we're asking.a lot
for an immature voice to do. , .
. "If we had another theitterl
built on the other end of thQ Paul
Arts Center, it would be smaller,
and the shows could run a bit
longer. The longer a show runs,
the more the actor learns."
Edwards has other interests
than theater, and is a family
man, with a creative family.
"I'm married,
live in
Newmarket, and have two
children." Edwards said. "My ,__.:!.,___!......___ _ _ _ _ __.L----:--
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Step right up for the greatest show
By Steven Morrison
·
While the Gloucester Horn Pipe
& Clog Society finishes its act, the
movie Creature from the
Black Lagoon winds up its 3-D
mesmerism . The 9 p.m. entertainment choices include the
" New Black Eagle Jazz Band"
and "The Hotmud Family & The
Green Grass Cloggers."
All around the endless Park
Plaza hotel in ·Boston, students
walk, wander or stagger around.
They carry various combinations
of leaflets, pamphlets, notebooks,
posters, free draft beers and
other ·paraphernalia common to
conventioneers.
But the annual fall conference
of the National Entertainment
and Campus Activities Association is not a getting-away-fromthe-wife weekend type of convention. It's students getting away

tne hype that makes up such a
large part of it.
One hundred fifty agents, pr9. motors, production companies,
record and movie companies anct
free lance acts fill one of the
Plaza's ballrooms with exhibit
booths.
Audio and visual tapes of prospective acts are displayed by almost all. Members of the
NECAA, mostly students in college entertainment organizations
and college union administrators,
stroll past the rows of booths like
county fair-goers. Free lance
clowns and magicians walk
around trying to catch their- attention like an indoor Harvard
Sq_1:1_a re.

Manzini is a
modern day
Houdini

from midt0rms, and administra -

tors having fun keeping up with
them.
It's also an information resource for students interested in
trying to crack an intensely-competitive industry that is now revealing its money-making potential.
The atmosphere tends to sweep
away much of the planned intellectual exchange of ideas. Instead, students from the 85 New
England and northeast Canadian
colleges receive a heavy dose of
the entertainment industry and

Three major brewerie& have
display areas, and taps pouring
free drafts throughout the day.
SCOPE President Steve Canavan wanders through the twentieth century medicine show marketplace armed only with a Lowenbrau draft in a Lowenbrau
clear plastic beer cup. He carries
no fliers or pamphlets. A pile is
· on the desk in his seventh floor
room.
While talking to a friend as he

passes some agents' displays, an
agent calls him by name, stops
him and asks if he'd like to hear a
tape of a dynamite new band.
Canavan begs off, saying he'll
come by later. A couple of booths
down the way, he's stopped again
by another agent.
"A lot of entertainment here is
dogged," Canavan says later.
"But there are also some good
things. You've got to know where
to look."
For three days, Canavan and
his nine-person SCOPE contingent talk to industry people about
the things they are interested in:
management, promotion, lighting, sound, stage, booking. They
also look around for acts to book
atUNH.
MUSO has six delegates in Boston as well. They spend time looking for speakers, small musical
attl)

dull

11uu-mus1ca1 acts to

bring to Durham.
There's plenty to pick from.
Entertainment Concepts, Inc. of
Belmont, Mass., who are Trent
Arterberry's agents are just a
few booths down from Beauty
Hill Productions of Pittsfield,
N.H. That firm promotes "McKinney," a folk/bluegrass duo
that plays the Stone Church. The
Granite State macintosh apples
are on the house.
Around the corner is Lordly
and Dame, agents for Hank
Aaron, Suzy Chaffee. John Wood-

•
ID

town

en, F. Lee Bailey, Margaret John Belushi.
"We became artists-in-resiMead and writer Tom Wolfe.
Canavan stops at the William dence at junior high schools in upMorris booth, which is promoting state New York," says Samelson.
spring New England tours for "We did mime, magic, theater, a
Carly Simon, Genesis, Donna -little bit of everything. The kids
Summer, and Roberta Flack.
loved it, and so did we.
Someone remarks that Simon
"We want to get theater out of
would do well at UNH and Cana- urban areas and into places it
van replies, "Yeah, but they're really hasn 't reached. Too many
asking a lot of money."
of my friends are unemployed in
The convention's theme is "The New York ."
Common Market." It's most apWhile Samelson talks of startpropriate, for bartering occurs ing children in theater early to
everywhere; constantly amid the accustom them to being in front
beers, posters of buxom women, of audiences and to channel out_
and the conversational buzzing of sex drives by performance, The
the ballroom is Peter Samelson, Mario Manzini show is
physics student turned magician being hyped five booths down and
and actor. His attention-gettim! across the aisle.
gimmick is a box of chocolate chip
Manzini is a modern-day Houcookies, wnich taste homemade. dini. His shoulders are wide, and
It's an effective gimmick.
look strong enought to support
"I was in .New York trying to be twelve generations of Flying
an actor, aml saw tso per cent or wanenaas.
When asked to pose for a pie.:.
the actors in the city were unemployed,'' says the 28 year old, who ture next to an ''Escape-proof''
speaks with the manner of an an- barrel covered with chins and
imated actor. "I decided to leave locks, he smiles broadly a"nd
New York and move to the Adir- straightens out his pamphlets,
ondacks with my friend Barbara smoothes back his hair and
·George, who also acts."
moves his wife out of the way.
The couple toured small towns,
A passerby asks if it's really
doing their own shows. George him in those New York Daily
specializes in improvisational News front page pictures. With a
theater. She's worked at Second touch of modesty and shyness,
City in Chicago, an improvisa- and big smile, he says yes.
tional shop that helped produce
Manzini says he was four when
talents like · Alan Arkin, Mike
Nichols and Saturday Night's CONVENTION, Page 16

Channel 11 reruns
sociologist interview
By Libby von Grimm
class . I've been wanting to do it
By popular demand, Channel ever since she wrote her book ,
11 is re-running an interview Men and Wom ·e n in the Cornext Tuesday evening with Rosa- poration."
beth Kanter, a well-known pro- She called channel 11 after she
fessor of sociology at Yale. Kan-. had arranged the interview. They
ter was interviewed by UNH decided to film it and first aired
Whittemore School professor the program six weeks ago.
Natasha Josefowitz.
Kanter's topic is "Sharing
Kanter, in her mid-30's is a Power: Men, Women, and Sucprofilic scholar and also a con- cess." According to Josefowitz,
sultant to industry. She has her main focus is in the followconducted extensive ~esearch on . ing three areas:
~anagement tren~s m co~pora- --The structure of opportunity :
b~ns. Her mam interest is the What are the opportunities in
different ways that men. and .wo- organizations for women? Getmen handle the same situations ting out of "stuck" positions.
· in the business wor_ld, . a~d s~e --The structure of power: Bar!eaches courses dealmg with this riers and strategies for obtaining
issue.
.
it.
Josefowitz teaches Women and --Tokenism: The strategy of numManagement at WSBE , which bers.
is a course in the new Women's The interview will be shown
Studies Minor program. She next Tuesday November 8 at
says, "I wanted to videotape an 6:30 p.m. on channel 11-WENHinterview with Kanter for my TV .)

Have I got an act for you ... (Steve Morrison photo)

Tuesday, November 8
Thursday, November ·10

Marlon Brando stars in The Wild Ones at the MUB
Pub 7 and 9:30 p. m. Actually the only wild ones
are the p~ople getting drunk in the Pub.

Tonight's (v'IUSO film is Emanuelle: Joys of a Woman.
7 and 9:30 p. m . Nice Eros . .

Academy Award winning moyie A Man For All Seasons
is at the Franklin. A good movie any season of the
year. Go see it.

The Willie Alexander Band is a highly touted group of
rockers playing at the MUB Pub . The MUB Pub usually
doesn't get a band of this quality.

The Magnificent Seven is a good western on ,
channel
7 at 8 p. m. It's an Americanization of Japanese director Kurosawa's The Seven Samurai.

Amarcord continues at the Franklin.

p_. m.

Friday, .November 11

Flash Gordon dives into the pool of pf!._ril at 11
on channel 56. ,

Dan Fogelberg in in concert at the Field House at 8 p. m.
Should be pretty good. A SCOPE presentation. Tickets
are $4.50 ~nd $6.50 general and at the door.

Wednesday, November 9
Fellini's Amarcord is at the Franklin Theater. A fine ,
funny movie.

The Zero Miles Band is at the MUB Pub.

Casey Holt is the disco DJ at the MUB_Pub .
The MUSO Photo Contest is rm all day in the Strafford
Room of the MUB. Go see examples of good student
photography.
Flash Gordon flounders in the death mist on channel
56 at 11 p.m.

The Bridge Over the River Kwai is at the franklin . A
good movie.

Punk rockers, ·The Willie Alexander Band will be in concert Thursday Night in the
MUB Pub. They are a popular
act in the Boston area.

. Flash Gordon must face the doom of the aictator on channel 56 at 11 p. m.

_}t's Alive is a horror movie presented at Congreve Haff
North Lounge at 8 p. m. $1.
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Breakfast Special
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French Toast,
Bacon, Coffee or Tea
$1.19
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Family Restaurant
Open at 6:30 a.m. Daily
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: UNH has a good reputation
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ASIA

Chinese & Polynesian Restaurant

CONVENTION,
continued from page 15
he first saw Houdini. That day the
Great One slipped out of a strait
jacket while hanging upside down.
Last October 28 Manzini escaped from a strc!_it jacket while
hanging upside down from the
80th floor of the Empire State
Building. It took him 18 minutes.
He also broke· Houdini's underwater escape record, extricating
himself from 14 pairs of shackles
under eight feet of water.
But Manzini is versatile. He
also has a record out "in keeping
with today's trends." It's called
'Boo, Boo Baby.'"
The afternoon seminars supply
students with more educationally~oriented information. Sessions
in management techniques, lighting, sound and staging, leadership skills, and job opportunities
composed one of the hour and a
half time slot.
AePnt Tony

n• AmPlio

tolls:

!l

crowd of about 100 students that
" there's no course in the world
you can take to learn this. You
have to do it.''
D'Amelio emphasizes grooming contacts and meeting as
many people as possible. "This is

strictly a PR business. You must ite schools to work with. They say
sell yourself first. It's important they like the professionalism
to understand people."
.they're greeted with."
Like Samelson, D'Amelio has a , For students interested in rectechnical background. He was an reation and student activities
electrical engineering student in - jobs, Jan Moskovitz recommends
college. He recommends students getting an undergraduate degree
get whatever jobs they can find in , and suggests graduate school as
the fields they want to enter.
well .
"If you want to get into the con- _ In her early 30s and now an ascert field, get into being a techni- ::;istant director of the student
cal manager, a road manager, or center at Worcester State Colsomething like that at your lege, Moskovitz says, "A good
schoo1," he says. "More impor- personnel course is essential as
tant than just going to school is an- undergraduate. And rememambition. It makes the diffe- her, in this fieTd you're never gon·
rence. "
· na get rich."
UNH Pub Coordinator Rich
."Some people think that the job
Kane is regional coordinator of of union directors is to sit around,
the NEC AA this year. He walks bullshit and smoke a joint," quips
around the convention wearing _a Dave Ross, the bearded, balding
badge with three different rib- director of the student center at
hons hanging from it, looking like Central Connecticut State Colhe won three contests at a county lege. "But there's much more to
fair .
it than that."
"UNH has a good reputation
He also stresses that students
with thP othPr s.C'hools:., " ho s:!lys: . !!et stromz eciuC"'ationa 1 ha<'k" We have the internship pro- grounds if they want to run pubs,
grams they're talking about, and food service operations and other
the organizations like SCOPE union services. "You need theedand MUSO to get the experience." ucational credentials, definitely
According
to
Canavan more so than if you want to be an
"Agents are constantly telling agent.
me that UNH is one of their favor'"I:he American College Union

48 Third Street
Dover, N.H.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS
Please Call:

742-0040

9816

HOURS OPEN
ll

Sunday4:30p.m: to8:30p.m.

. ~@-i:.;;,.~;;w;,:-i.~"'

'1

These 3D-SCOPE members tremble at the monster. (Steve Morrison photo)
Association (which co-sponsored
"A brig~t and funny fi!!'1 · .. bawdy good humor
the convention with the NECAA)
. .. Irreverence... -Judith Crist, N. Y. Post
puts out an annual jobs dir_ectory.
If you want to get into the business, pubs and rathskellars are
<!~
good entry-level jobs," says Ross .
. .•_-_ H.f_ _ - L.A.Herald Examiner
At 3 p.m., the seminars end and
everyone heads toward the elevators·: up to their rooms to prepare
for the afternoon "Showcase" of
entertainment.
l ~{ ,_JJ l!§Jdi# .
I~~
t) fl)
Forty-five minutes later. the
1~
.
.d)lllj
mezzanine floor of the hotel is
cr·owded again as people mill
around deciding which act to
catch .
.,. . ~
l
IJ ~UNITFD Fll..M [~STRJBUllONRH.fASED
BY
" The convention is an even
·-..COMPANY ~
split between showcase time and
_
.. · .
© 1g77 KFM Fll..MS INC C>
.
purely educational time," says
Kane, who's worked on the convention committee for five years.
EVES AT 7:15 & 9:00
"We emphasize both, as well as
the fun.''
With that, he grabs a pair of 3-D
glasses and heads inside for the
Creature from the Black Lagoon. Even entertainment conventi_on organizers find the time
to be mesmerized.

"IT'S A HIT."

.· ~ /•~ ..l,~ N ~ ~
fT~~•
·~ ';·. · . ·:..· , . ., .ll
~ o: --~~
·\ir_fi11lllpJJ"~

Yffl~

i: • · Lost and Found items
unclaimed by Wednesday,
November 9, wjll go on sale
ot th_e Information Center
at 8 a.m.

e

RIDE/RIDER SERVICE
l
If you can provide a ride for
I
another student at Thanksgiving /
break, call The Information
Cen·ter. Riders will share expenses.
1

LONDON
$249 Round Trip
From Boston

JANUARY BREAK

SPRING BREAK
March4-10

BERMUDA ......... $219*

CAR

AirFare, Hotel
&More

new or used

FLORI_DA: .......... $259*·
(Ft. Lauderdale )

SUNNY CHARTERS

Airr~~'RHtel

Jamaica (Jan 10-16) . . . . . .. . . $235 · •*Rates per person triple .
Bahamas (Jan 4-8) .......... $199 and Quad. occupancy. Add.
Includes AirFare, Hotel & More

15 percent tax & service

UNIVERSITY~RA . ,.,,
•·

Need a

. 35 Main St.
Ac_ross from Post Qffice

A
Tel. 868-5970
· -

call Portsmouth

436-1 700
Ken Yergeau

*

·. y o ur P ontiac
Cadillac Sales
·. Representative
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John Edwards loves hi~ work
EDWARDS,
continued from page 14

"It's something that couldn't
have happened without a human
brain to harness the forces, and
it's also marveously quiet. That's
one of the reasons that I live on
the Great Bay is to have that access.''
When John Edwards discusses
his teaching, his smile grows
larger.
"One of the things I find more
exhilirating than anything else is
that you see students of yours
getting wonderfully successful,"
said Edwards, "and not needing
you anymore as a teacher. That
you have been instrumental in a
person gaining his personal
freedom is a tremendous reward.
'' I think teaching is one of the
greatest things, especially if
you 're in some kind of the arts,
where it's impossible to continue
tile art without constant contact
with the student.
' 'Every once in a while you
hear about a group of faculty
members who've gotten together
and decided that the faculty is not
in close enough contact with the
students. Nobody ever mentions
that in Paul Arts Center.
''The people up in the Music
Department are rehearsing their
choruses, their orchestras, their
bands. Hours of student contact. .
The same thing happens over at
the Art Department.
''You go in there and people are
painting, and in the midst is the
painter himself, working with the
students. And the same thing applies to the Theater Department.
"It's that kind of thing where
it's not only the give and take of
ideas, but the constantly being
involved in the production of the
creative effort of the student.
"That then feeds back into the
teacher's creative life. I'm
helpless without my students, for
my students are the only ones
who embody the characters in the
plays, and the more creative they_

become, the more creative I York is the only place where you
can get turned down six days• a
'
become."
Edwards is enthusiastic and op- week. It takes a lot of faith in
timistic about acting, and gave yourself to be turned down day
some advice to would-be actors ·aftP,r day, and to continue
thinking to yourself: 'It is imporand actresses .
"Somebody was asking me the tant for me to be in theater.'
"As far as advice goes, it's like
other day: 'Gee, I don't think it's
really possible to think of a I would give anybody who wanted
career in theater."' said Edwar- to do anything. If you 're not really
ds. "I said: 'That's nonsense.' good selling insurance, and lt
You hear all these statistics of you're not really concerned about
1,000 jobs and 10,000 actors, but each person's financial i~vestpractically every person who has , ment, that's going to destroy you,
gone from the University has doing something that you are not
interested in.
discovered that in the 10,000 ac''But if you really love insurantors, about 8,000 can't act.
"So you have a tremendous ce or you love Fuller Brush it will
number of incompetent people in work out. You have to have faith
New York who want to act, but in the product, or faith in the
aren't disciplined, and don't have show. and vou have to feed your
best into it.
the drive to make it.
"If vou don't feed your best into
'' An actor who went out there a
number of years ago and who has it, you're not going to get fed with
- .
had some success ~<=ti<!_: 'New the best.

COFFEE HOUSE
sponsored by Concerned Gays
Monday November 14 8 p.m.
Hillsboro-Sullivan Room MUB
Live.Entertainment by
folk singer Robin Field

Everyone Welcome

a-s
We are new ...
We are exciting ...
We are definitely here!

61 Washington Street

Portsmouth , N.H.

We will help you into our French cut slacks,
silk shirts , tailored blouses, flannel pullovers,
hair combs from Medusa, hats from MadCaps,
and much more!
10 percent off for all students
hours: Mon-Sat 10-5:30
Thurs till 9

436-8034
. . The Aaron Conai:it Coffeehouse has two dining rooms.
Both d1.n1.ng rooms are friendly, stenciled, very colonial.
You'll feel comfortably historic in either one of them. Having
two dining rooms is a good thing because it means you cna choose
whe~~ or n<;>t you want t<;> eat and talk or eat, listen to
music, and Just talk a little. It's a choice and the more
choices the better?
·
.
The c<;>oks . at Aaron Conant are not Puri tans . They make
wonderfu; pumpkin pies, nu.nee meat tarts, and cheese blintzes
served with grated bananas. And dinner is not just a pre-view
for dessert. Try old-fashioned beef stew or a bulgur sal'ad
or - baked stuffed grape leaves ••• When was the last time you
ate a grape leaf? Aaron Conant is located on Washington Street
~~~o~t of State. _ Ca],l us at 436-8034 for any_ reason you can
Mon.

7-

Tues,

8-

Wed .

117 State Street
Portsmouth , N . H. 03801

9-

Thurs.

10-

Fri.

11-

Gregg Mangiafico plays jazz piano. It's out there.
Also of unportance Monday night is a benefit for
ti:,e Clamshell Alliance at the Press Room. Big Al
Diamond and the Servants of Swing will be playing.
So do your bit and have fun too.
Jennison and Markaverich make the most of their
Tuesday night Jazz Jam.
Booth and Whyt"' pl·ay and haJCmonize. It's great to
hear good singing without amplification.
Dean Stevena formerly of "Off and Sailing• will
play progressive folk, Spanish folk,
and a few
swing tunes to boot.
Michael Ritchie will present an evening with the
romantics. Dining with Debussey? Mostly Mozart?
Surely soi:'n~~",f;:.% 5s1a:sl~:1 piano .

431-8923

After college, what will I do?
That's a question a lot of young people
ask themselves these days.
But a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship can help provide the answers. Successful completion of the program gets yo_u an
Air Force commission along with an excellent starting salary, a challenging job, pro-

motion opportunities, and a secure future
with a modern Air Force. If you have two
academic years remaining, find out today
about the two-year Air Force ROTC Scholarship Program. · 1t's a great way to serve
your country and a great way to help pay
for your college education.

Air Ft•r~e ltttTt~
G;1te,,,a,~ ft• ;1 Great
\\'a,~ ttf l.4ife

Contact the Professor of Aerospace
Studies in the R.O .T.C. Bldg.
Phone 862-1480
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5th ANNUAL CAMERA SHOW
i~ coming Nov. 9th to the

Prince says tuition fills the gap
BUDGET
continued from page 1

n1ub
DEMONSTRATIONS
BY MAJOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC

--Enrollment greater than the
University's projection. Prince
said the University based its budget request on an expected enrollment of 10,400 students. There
are now 10,522 ·students enrolled

~-

.

LINES

at UNH, according to Prince; and
--The University rescinding its
decision to cut back on the percentage of out-of-state students at
UNH. According to Prince, the
University Trustees decided to
cut back out-of-state enrollment
provided the University got more
sta~ _fundi!}g:__ ~p-~n it was evt-

SEE COLOR PRINTS
FROM SLIDES

CIBA CHROME
DEMO

STRAFFORD RM
nonn till 9 p. rn.

~rnd

on ZIN'• HII, Mewaarket

• 6~-6111

Monroe County Outlaws
Thurs. Dave Seiler-Ed Corey

RIVERS CAMERA SHOP

Tues.-Wed.
.

DOVER

.

JAZZ QUARTET

Fri.-Sat.

ermuda
Breakaway
,

Tasty Licks
BLUEGRASS

dent that this additional state
funding was not available, said
Prince, the Trustees decided to
maintain the present level of•outof-state students.
Prince said the expected
$875,000 increase in out-of-state
tuition income is based on projected student enrollment. He
said the tuition increase was not
figured into the University 's
. original budget request from the
state:
Prince said he -does not know
how the remaining difference will
be made up.
"We're still a long ways from
breaking this down (between different
University
departments)," said Prince.
The University, according to
Prince, received $16,000.402 of
the $20,628,674 it requested from
the state for 1979.
Richard A. Morse, chairman of
the Finance Committee of the
Boara or Trustees, aec11nect to
project how the University would
deal with the $4,538,272 difference
between the University's budget
request and the appropriations
received from the state for fiscal
year 1979.

UIB JOAIRT BAB
Take your break in Bermuda at the only
major hotel that's right on the beach.
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.

5 days/4 nights $279* per_person (four t()

,l

starts thursday

STEAK SANDWICH
n,om)

• Roundtrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds• Horseback riding• Breakfast and
Dinner daily• Unlimited tennis on six day/night
courts• Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.

With Low Calorie Dressing

· f()r turthl'r comp ll'tl' int\1rm,1tion <lntl reservations, see your campus rep.

Office of Student Activities
Memorial Union, Room 126
862-1001

B§'\CH
"4 0TEL

Broiled Medallion Steak on a delicious
bttlky roll with French Fries and Pickle

DIET WATCHERS SALAD 85ft

Available January 2 to January 31, 1978.

CQNESrf\
0

$1.75

ice cream
Flavor of the Month
PUMPKIN

hearty SOUPS
Everyday
Take-Out Service

An educational project of the Food Service.Management program

Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202

of the Thompson School of Applied Science

classified ads
cars for sale
For Salt• : 1971 \ "W Hus with t:arpct &
Paneling . :\t•t"ds a generator . l{eeent tune -up
Asking $!~011 or BO . Call Pat Wl't•kday·s
het11 l'l'll :l & l\ti,i!J-;i;i;,9 _ 11 / l:i
196!! Pl\"mouth Fun·. Hoch· and l<~ngint- in
good t<Jnd1lion . Intl'i-ior rwt·ds slight amount
of \\·ork . 81i.lHHI miks. Asking $:iOO.<Nl . ('all
Ann 'i-12--1717 11 118
l!l'il .Jan-lin ,\mx :lfiO c.i Holle\· 'i-:iO Hurst
4 soeed P.S. Front l>isk P.B . H .F . Goocl ricli T / :\ filJ"s $1'2011 or best offrr ('all lloY
al8fi2 -J:!IJ.Jor8/i8-%1J!J 11 8
·

F1Jr salt• : t!Hi, \ ' W Sq . Ba\'k Eng1nt· runs

\\"PII

m·<·rls IJqd\" \rnrk \lus t st•l i. s /J \I ill takt' bt·:-- 1
IJll(•J" c ,dl't,~,!I 21/1 1\ ('\('ll!!lgs 12 Ii
!!!Ii~, ( 'h<·\·\ HPla 1r :--· tand,m l. ~:w Pngirw : Ii
(' \ li !l(kr . iH'\I floor re built \'llg1nt'. -l good
llr< ", 1-:,,s \ '" gl't p;,rh !Dr. mu :--t s ell gorng
X \'flllll t r,: 7.J2 :Hill-1 Brra n S:!2~, 12 :!

'.\lGH. 1971 . dark green. :Vll'c.:hanicall~ excel
lent. Bod\" average :ifl.900 miles . a s king
$1./ilJO . ( 'a 11 !\fare at 868-7-1114 11 / 1::;

FOR SALL 1!!76 llodge Dart Life. Good con dition . -l spd . Hurst--fi cvl. excellent ga;;
milcal!e. -I new tires. 26:ooo miles . $:l.000
OBO ( ·all Sul' 862-22-12 Da\·s or 942<i210
('\'Pilings . l l 11l
•
fi8 \" .\\" . bus tor parts l'ngim• and trans mission an• gon<' . Spats and interror arl'
arnilahk as wdl as hody parts. Call Wl'ss
at 81i8-%2!1 or fi;i!J-;ifill . I 1 ' J.i
For Sale: Ford Torino 19/i'I runs good-has
some rust . {i0.000 miles l\lake an offer .
inspl'ctt'd Ask tor Binn_v

~~1j'~!~in:i'\1r12~"

FOi{ SALE : r'Of-{D - rn,o - !!-Passenger
Station Wagon .. l\kchanically sound ... :--:eeds
Body Work ... Good Wintl'r Transportation ...
$:llHJ oo or BEST CW!<'EH . Call Original
Owner : 862-217:i from 9 :00 a .m . to 4 :00 p .m
0({868-,.JO-laltt'r~ :OOp .111.12 :!

19,:J MGH Roadster $1700 t.:xccllent Con dition Miche lin 1-{adials AM-FM Hadio Call
fi:i!J-2606 1 J / !l
1!!70 VW Squarcba t k , ra dial s . new shocks .
generator. J'uel injectors . 28 MPG . Asking
$7'>0.00 or B .O. Call Skip li92-24:11 davs.
207-4:l9-2812 nights 11 / 1:i
·

for rent

Down l'arka -t•xcellPnt rnnd . Pacilic 'J'raJl -color : rust ~izt> : nwn·ssmall or mNi -- l"Prnalt'
, med. or large--call 742-3029 before 9 am or 6-7 Condominium to shart•. ,\II the c:on1·t•n1enc('s
and then STJml'. 5 milt's from campus in
pm I 1/ 8
Dovt>r. Call ,42-0l24alfrr7 :00 . 11 / 15
Gibson S-1 Electric Guitar . hardshell case.
Backpacker's two-man tent. Mt. Marcy.
Excellent condition. Peavey Classic Amp.
Weighs under five lbs. one of the lightest on
Room for rent--mall' onlv . Loc:aled on
Four W" spkrs . Phasor. Fuzz. Mutron. Wah
, he market. Excellent condition. Asking $30
Swain ·s Lakl' in Barrington . °I-'urnished. with
Wah . $6:>0 or 8.0. Call Gerrv in 314. 868-9897
t New $55l. Call 868-5326after 6 p.m. 11/1 l
private entrance. Call Mrs . Caswell ti64-2201
11 / 8
11 / 1I
H>R SALE KODAK instam~tic X-30 camera
For Sale: 1i I Cast Aluminum American f-{aand also electric flash allachm'='nt. OriginBeautiful converted barn. Big studio apt
cing Equipment Wheels. 2 5/ 8" Lug patternal cost -$45 now $20 Call Margie 861l-706911/8
$160 per month & utilities . furnished. pmc
excelll'nt con. with Goodvear 660-15 tires
parwll(•d. Kai" Window . ('all fi-l2 -;i05:I. Hrl'ntwith less than 1.000 miles.· Call Jeff. Chriswood. N.H. 2() mm. rrom campus. mce rural
tensen 2:l9-86H-9HH5 2-239:l. l 1/ 8
Att: STUDENTS and anyone in need of setting. 12/ 2
furniture in good condition and of good quality without the outlandish prices of new.
Heathkit Sterl'o r'M Tuner-for sale-\\'alnut
Also featuring the best prices on WATERcase--works fine--$6u. ca II Steve at 861l-57:>5
BEDS in the area . Come down to Water
11 / !l
beds 'n l''urniture. 163 Islington St. Ports
moutll Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Phone 436-1286.
11
11 / 8
~,~Wi1Sa~~:~~.~:~
\
Hoommate t terriale I wanted to share 6 room
_frame and l vear old vinvl bed. askin_g: $100 or
Hampton Beach apt. Available NOW-own
Alamo 55-watt guitar amplifier with reverb
Bl'st oller as"k tor Kip at (;:i!J-:,O{i:i '.\p\1·markt'l
room
and parking space . $92.50/ month. Heat
and tremelo. Asking $200. Also Vivitar
11 , 18
200mm f3.5 adaptable preset telephoto lens . and utilities included . Call 926-6240 I J/ 11
Larl1 es clunham hiking boots . Excl'llt•nt c.:ond Asking $100. Both excellent c ondition . Call
it ion . Onl1· ust•d l\\·1ct•-- too big lor ml'. St7<'
WANTED : FEMALE TO SHARE LARGE
Jeff in room 121. 862-1655, 11 / 1I
7 1 , St•II for $:i~ nt'w -- 1 will sell for $:lO . Liz
r'UllNISHtlJ APT . ON KARI-VAN IN
7-l2 -H8.J .I t IL"i
'
DOVER. WITH :i Gll{LS TWO BED Skis--thi; year's model Rossi ST's. Roe 's
F,\LL CLEAMH 'T SALE . l{ecords. lwstst'l lROOMS. LIVING llM. KITCHEN . BATH .
I05's
anct'
K:2,Hl's.
810
GS.
810
D.
From
$125er paperba<'ks. pup tent. new drawing t•quip STUDY KM. $100/ MO EACH INC. HEAT.
$160 AvailatJlc in most sizes. Limited number.
AVAILABLE .JAN. I THRU MAY . CALL
Call Pete or Ken 868-9828 or 2-1664. Rm. 215.
KATE 742-5770 Ar'TER 10 P .M . 12/ 2
I 1/ 1 J
!J21i-:i71l~ S\'Olt . 11 / 18

for sale

1~:~-~:.\\~;:~;'\~;i~t';./s'.~~w(~'/)~:

R~~~L;t~;f~P~7fl ct~~WJ~~~l~a;;~z!:R 1fi::t%t

roommates
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FACTORY TO YOU
$ $ SAVINGS $ $

David Liver1nore runs for SBP

Irregulars, Samples, Over-Runs

LIVERMORE
New Hampshire contributes the the lowest budget due to taxes."
continued from page 3
smallest amount to higher
"As president," Livermore says,
Student Body President Jim). education of any state in the · 'the
only thing I could do is try to
O'Neill's term is the Commute~ countrv.
sell it to the state and governor
AdvisoryComniittee. I think it's
and tell them they will get higher
rather hard to organize com"It doesn't really affect th~ returns.
muter students.
facultv or the wav ·the school is
"They don't have enough funds,
"This i,s our life," he says, run in general," he says. "No They need money
from
money
does
affect
things
like
lab
referring to residents, ''while
somewhere. All we can do is
suoolles
and
overcrowdedness."
commuters are only here 40
educate the people of New Hamphours a week. They need an adshire. It's their money and they
Livermore says, "A lot _Qf .tli~
visory.''
.
problem is they· (the legislature) have the final say," hE; says.
Livermore says in his soft . can't g_ive an~ more to the
Livermore .says he can effecspoken manner that the state University. The proportion of aid tively deal with students, tacuny
budget was a d\fficult matter. "It given out of the total state budget and administrators if he is elechas some effect on quality," he is about equal to that of other ted. "It will be a good experience
says, referring to the fact that states. seeing tha_t we also have for me," he says.

Down Jackets
& Vests
.;·~
r-.-~;,
TII

Dawn
D11tl.1t

Pine Street Extension

(In The Mill Yard)

Nashua, N.H.
Take Ex,t SE Off Turnpike (Rte . 31 Turn Left On
Pine Street 12nd Traffic Lightl

Mon.- Thun. 2:30 to 5:00 p.m.
Fri. 12 :00 to 5 :00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 to 12 noon

we do not accept charge cards or checks

'868-7363
\1

Our Astrology friends
tell us the
best time to
have your hair cut
in order to
encourage growth
is on the
FULL MOON

A special offer for double big appetites
or a double nice lunch with a friend.
•

-
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-

-

-

•

PLEASE CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE
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coupon only in New Hampshire
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thru November 23, 1977
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NEXT FULL MOON
NOV. 11 (friday)
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Mill Road - Durham

are registered

10-5 Monday thru Saturday
Thursday eve appointments
Durham NH 03824
above Community Market

1
-

© 1977 ~urger K ,ng Corporot,011

"Coca -Cola " and " Coke"

,'

I

9UIGIJ
KING

1,1,1,,,1,1 . . ,,~~

,

trade marks which ident ify the same product of The Coca Cola Company

i
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classified ads
Wanted: A roommate for
Heritage Hill in Dover. On
spacious, 3 bedroom apt.
$85 monthly. Call 742-4448,
Bob. 12/2

next semester.
Kari-van route.
semi-furnished.
ask for Walt or

SEWING--anything from vests and dresses
to down jacket kits. Also hemming, alterations. You buy pattern and material--we sew
it--extremely reasonable--call 2-1163. ask for
Phoebe or Pat. 11 / 8

wanted

help wanted

WANTED-Apartment lo rent next semesterPreferably 2 bedroom within 4 miles of
campus-Call Tom or Lee Hetzel 311 2-1613
11 / 15
.

Help Wanted: Waiters/ Waitresses Bartend·
ers, Barmaids. Dishwashers, Janitor, Cooks
Hel()er. All Part-time positions. under UNH
Work Study Program Officers NCO Clubs.
Pease AFB NH. Call Manager at 436-5152
for details . 11/8

Wanted: A drivPr to Florida before December 1st in '76 Grenada . Call 868-7571 after
5:00p.m. 11/8

Ski shop seeks full a~d part-time help. Sales
needed. Exoenence
WANTED: Room in aot or house in Durham .g~aj!:~_ci;s_trong.,ski back~ound essential. Call
·
for now and/or next semester. Call Jill, 659- Don for appt:964-6583 11/8
5445.12Jt__ ·----·- - - - - - - - -Typists needed to type cross country resultsOctober 31 and Nov. 5, 1977. Contad. John
Copeland, 166 Field House or 862-1850. Leave
a message. Only six positions available. l 1/8
· n<>r<::nn<:: :>nrl n1P<'hamcs

services

TY!~~~~il\1sc6£ifE~tf I~GUSELEc¥~1t
~oice of style/pitch. Experienced business
teacher/secretary. Available for editing,
dictation. Rates page or hour. Universify
Secretarial Associales. !Diana> 742-4858.
12/16

LOST - orange pack - on 11/1/77 in Philbrook . Contairts · calculator, glasse~ lab
books. PLEASE RETURN. 868-9741 Kr.Nin
305SAWYER 11 /8

F1f: thanks for:l-great yrs.I green balloons·,
teaching me about footbal and love. long
walks at nite. 1I / 2/74. and for just being
you' Happy 19th. too. Your Goof I _1/8

personals

Vote. Richard Morrissette, student body president, Nov. 16 and 17. Let experience work
for you. 11 / 15

Rob--cheer up your birthday 's coming! Who
needs vert. morph anyway~ Thanks for being such a good friend and happy 19th. Love,
Linc . 11/8
Dear .Rob, Have a happy, happy, happy,
happy, happy, happy, happy happy, happy,
happy, happy, happy, happy Birthaay. Love,
. G,in. 11 /1!__ _
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
VOTE! vote! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Student Body President Elections . Ed. Nov.
16and Thurs. Nov . 1711/8~_
· _ _ _ __
·Square and Contra Dance Nov. 11. Caller
Tod Whittemore Grange Hall in Durham.
All Welcome! Live Music! 8:30p.m. 11/8

t6e

lost &found
Lost--11/2--Women's electric watch silver
mesh band, silver/blue face. Lost in Huddleston--Main~et area. Contact Jane Clark
Stoke 115 868-9823, 2·237111/15

To
girl I ;aw J;st Fri. at4::io near Hunter: would like to see again. It's true. rm
blond. Write to Steve H.. c/o Box ·-16. HanQ_ver. NH 0375511/8 _______ --· ____ ··- •---DEAR WEBSTER HOUSE GLADIATOR-my heart yearns to meet you again . Am
burning with Desire. signed. Maiden in Dis-

!f~~~-.1.!L8 _______ -·-··--- ·---·-----· ___ _

and
Women 's Supper. Clarence's, Market St.
Port~. Friday Nov. 4. 6:00-8:30. More inform.
436-9512 11 / 11
Want a new style'? Come to the Hairstyling
Nodemonstration--TONIGHT--Tuesdav,
vember 8. 8:00 p.m. at Fairchild 1-fall--Main
Lounge. The more people there. the more
FREE HAIRCUTS'! 11/8
Anystud-ent w1sh1ng to -declare- a major -in
the College of Liberal Arts should do so before Wed. November 2:lrd . Please come into
the Advising Center in 111. Murkland Hall
and make an appointment . cor call 862-20641

!105

6Ui
Annual
Durham
Art
association Crafts Show . "November 12 1977. 10am6pm. Christian Life Center Madbury Road Durham. Craftsmen will be showing a
total range of quality crafts. Everyone invited. 11/8

Garb~vel is'"he;e a"°gai,:;-: Janua~y in Be~~
muda: special 5-day/ 4 ni•package, $279.00
per person ! quad occupancy J Contact vour
c:1mpus Rep . Area I-Kim Bernard-Smith 113
862-2160, Area II-Susan Goddard Hubbard
227, 862-171:1. Area lJl Bruce Weisberg Eaton
House 221. 862-1084. 11 / 11
-------Tired of TV Dinners? Here 's a simp!e in,E;Xpl'nSI\'(' recipe created by nutritionallv mincted students at Kl-'l. uses one pan taKes
less than 10 minutes . and can taste different
every night. Send $1 plus stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Ke:::ipe. Box 810, IV!aywooct , N.H. 07607. 11 /8
· We have spaces in our after-school Program
for 1st & 2nd graders. Licensed Facility and
sliding scale Fees. Call Little People's Center 868·541211 / 18
I'm looking for a pen-pal. I love to write,
and I'm looking for a girl who would like a
pen-pal. I like John Denver: and I'm teaching
myself to play his ~usic on the guitar. 1
love nature, and enJoy the swee1ness of
lriendship. I'm livinj; in Portsmouth. and I .
0

~o\

f~i;\ ~ari~abic,~i~u~~~~~~~:
~u~;~;r
2161, PeaseA.F.B., !N.H. >. \03801 l 12/2
NATURAL HEALING with herbal capsules
distributed by Nature's Sunshine Products of
Utah. For futher information or free list of
available hel'bs°call 659-5387. 11/18

.,
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by Bob Finegold

On Campus

Wolhandler
runs for SBP
WOLHANDLER
continued from page 3

WE'VE 60T
TO SC.o'RE /

you're plugged in somehow,"
said Wolhandler.
"I'd like to have the minutes of
al1 the meetings we go into
printed in The New Hampshire," said WolhaQ_dler. "I wanf
to bring Student Government to
the students. They don't have to
be more interested. If it is
brought to them, they just will

0
0
0

be."

by Debbie Blood

Our Better Side
'this 1s incretl.ible, folks,

UNH is on -Int. . MASS one

1{4.rd li'nL wi-lh first and

-f~t

qoa. I ... ii.appears u NH

l1n!

t,Je, 'II ..frq lo qet ~

qu.q a.ppmuhea -f~t..
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f «'( $~/ti(

6tJIYl_f.fh1r1r., Cfnd now flte

w1ff Slbrt easill/ aqam

WAt-r!!-wAa.-1-'5 +his?,

um t1.S5 ~

enhre UMAS.5 li11eup

,:s. purs_wnq

6orneone.. -ha.s r/1.n on+o
+ht fitld.!

fie.td.

tl?fo

qame

him off +ht

-,I-&, C<l!C,!$ ~

l,IUlJH::.h hi::. ::.dn::LltJlt and try to

/M. ve +he

talk to people in his classes to get
ideas.
He said he thought there were
"better people" for the job of student body president but "the best
people are often the shy ones who
can't deal with people. I want
those people to come to me and
tell me their ideas.
"I think I'm a better choice because I'm_willing to hear things
that traditionally were discarded
as impractical," said Wolhandler.

appare,1-tfl{

in fqr,d/id. !

CO/f.(//t WtJMS.'

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
11€5.4
lYPICAl
5T/Ja:NT?
IS-rHIIT
7RIJ!3,
50N?
'\

Wolhandler said he plans to
hold Student Caucus meetings in
various dorm lounges to interest
more students in attending.
''When you hold the meetings in
the MUB every week it begins to
.look like a little club and people
won't go," said Wolhandler.
Wolhandler said he would also

PRACT!CAL.L',t
ERICH! ISN'T

ITEXCITING?

King gets
new hoIDe
KING
continued from page 2

"Choosing a home for King
close to our office was a primary
criterion for the placement of
King," Saunders said.
The SPCA first eliminated out
of state and out of country
inquiries, then investigated ten
possible homes in the area.
"It was important to place
King in a home, rather than
a boarding stable," Saunders
said.

I
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Ev es 7 : 15 & 9 : 00
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The Sensational NEW
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UMass will be '~iggest and strongest' UNH opponent
WILDCATS
continued from page 24

passes," s~id Bowes. "But other
than thatJ I thought we played
well. Defensively, I thought we
were superb."
The Chiefs didn't score their
touchdown until there were only
14 seconds left in the game. The
defensive unit was again led by ·
sophomore linebacker Greg Donahue, who has seemed to be in on
every tackle in every game during their last half-of this season.
"Donahue is becoming the best
linebacker in the Yankee Conferother half just wasn't there.
ence," said Bowes. "He's the
"We dropped too many · leader of the defense."
100KeO promi~ing in the bits and
pieces of action he has seen. " A
guy had me at the line," he said.
"But I cut against the grain. I
didn't think I was going to make
it."
Quarterback Jeff Allen was
right on target for almost the entire game, but his receivers had
trouble hanging onto the ball. Al-

;:!~r.:~11~~1~;~: i1~rlfiJi

On a sour note for the Wildcats,
tight end Bill Wharff is probably
lost for the season because of a
broken bone in his leg, suffered
last Saturday.
Tackle Bill Logue, who sat out
the Springfield game with a neck
injury has returned to practice
and .is expected to play against
Massachusetts.
Bowes said the Cats will be doing "a couple of little things differently" on Saturday.
"Their <UMass) defensive
scheme is much like the Patriots,"
said Bowes. "They use aP. 11 man

blitz on occasion and we have to
prepare for it."
That defense has eight men
rushing the passer, leaving three
men with one-on-one coverage of
any receivers. Bowes said in
those situations, UNH will try to
throw the ball, through the blitz
will make it difficult.
"They· <UM ass) will be by far
the biggest and strongest -team
we've faced,'' said Bowes.
"I think we'll get total concentration from the kids,': 1said
Bowes. "And we'll do whatever
has to be done to wfn."

'Healthy' Minutemen led by QB Mike Fallon
MINUTEME1"

this season. We'll be ready."
The Minutemen run out of an Isplit formation on offense, occasionally using pro or twins sets.
The team leader is 6'1", 199pound quarterback Mike Fallon.
. "Mike is our field general," says
MacPherson. "He's done a good
job for us in his first real varsity
situation." This is Fallon's first
year as starting quarterback.
Running the ball for UMass are
ful1back Hank Sareault (5'11",
230) and halfback Bill Coleman.

continued from page 24

played them all. One at a time,"
he says.
The Minutemen come into
Saturday's game in peak condition. "We'll be stronger than
we've been all season for UNH,"
says MacPherson.
·1
In fact, UMass is healthier for
this game than they were for the
last two UNH encounters. "We're
much healthier this year," MacPherson says. "We've kept going

*••···--~"'/2-*
......

!

"A Mind Bending adventure !"

-x

~?\;

·~

NHOC
SKI SHOW
I

I

I

.~

~ .

*'
I

............ ......•..

#·'- ·Hampshire Outing Club_...

Linebackers Peter McCarty
and Joe McLaughlin head up the
defensive unit.- The line will be
strengthened by the return of
senior defensive end Steve
Telander (6'2",222), who has
been out with, an injury since the
Harvard gam~.
MacPherson plans no special
adjustments, for the UNH game.
~•we've done very well with the
system we're using. I don't see
why we should change a good
thing," he ~ays.

~

.......*...

* )\{

Coleman, a 5'1i", 199-pound
senior, is the second leading
rusher in the Yankee Conference,
behind UNH's Bill Burnham.
The offensive line, averaging
247 pounds, is spearheaded by
tackle Ross Schubarth, a 6'4",
260-pound senior. The line is
bolstered by three senior tight
ends. Leading the pack is 6'4",
230-pound Kevin Cummings.
UMass' leading pass catcher is
co-captain wide receiver John
Glacj.chuk (6'1",186).

Whitehouse Of,tici~t1s, Inc.

Complete
Eyc~lass
ScrYicc
prescriptions filled, duplicated
frames rcparicd - sun~lasscs

Take the UNH Kari-,·an to Dewer~ Buil~:
fi Broadwav. Dover 742-1744
"-
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UNH 52

YC stats

Springfield 7

Score by Quarters
New Hampshire
Springfield

7

2
14

0

0

3
7
0

4
24

Final
52

7

7

27
26
26
42
54
42
28
20
52
317

NH-6 :16 (1) Bill Burnham 5 run Art .Illman PATK 9 plays
78yards
.
NH-13 :41 <2l Bill Burnham 25 run Art Illman PATK 2 plays
26yards
NH-5:39 <2l Bill Burnham 5 run Art Illman PATK 9 plays
70yards
NH-5 :54 (3) Bill Burnham 1 run Art Illman PATK 9 plays
51 yards
NH-14:57 <4J Art Illman 24 FG 4 plays 12 yards
NH-12 :31 <4 l Paul Ingui 1 run Art Illman PATK 6 plays
25yards
NH-7: 18 ( 4 J Tom Delozier 92 run Tom Williams 3 plays
93 yards
NH-3:02 (4J Paul Ingui 2 run Tom Williams 7 plays
58yards
SC- :14 (4) Pete Watson 1 run Jim de Mello PATK 11 plays
80yards

TEAM STATISTICS
First Downs
203
( by rushing)
130
<by pa.3:,ing)

04

49
8
9

Ingui
Cameron
Swiezynski
Leavitt
Allen
Iodice
Stevens
Sullivan

RUSHING <Yds. Per Game l

O

7
7
7
13
21
7
90

38
4
3

206
28
26
25
14
13
8

1

7

11

4.2
3.5
2.9
2.3
0.4
3.3
2.7
7.0

Long
65
34
40
92

6

47

0

8
6
11

0
0
1
0

17

0
0

7
7

6

Player

G

·Att

Yds

Avg

TD

Lg

Yds/ (}

Bill Burnham , NH
Bill Coleman, Ma
Charles Hall, BU
Rudy DiPietro, Me
Leroy Shaw, RI
Bill Coleman, NH

9
8
7
9
8
6

258
168
147
196
157

1341
796
686
826
628
338

5.2
4.7
4.7
4.2
3.9
4.7

21
7
5
4
4
4

65
43
30
67
41
34

149

Player

G

Att

Cmp

Int

Yds

Pct

TD

Cm/G ·

Steve Tosches, RI
Jeff Allen, NH
Greg Geiger, BU
Jack Cosgrove, Me
Mi.k e Fallon, Me
Maron Clark, Ct

8
9
8

148
162
172
152
93
122

86
88
75
83
48
60

5
5
5
12
5

908
1190
. 936
· 1150
744
594

.581
.543
.440
.546
.516
.491

2
9
3
6
10
1

10.3
9.8
9.3
9.2
6.9
6.6

54

-9

7
9

Player

Name
Pope
Ruffen
Wharff
Burnham
Coleman
Destefano
Farrell
Pendry
Clark
Benson
Cameron
Delozier
DeGraffe
Keough
TD
9
l

0
0

PASS RECEIVING
No. Yds . Avg.
30
542
18.1
17
208
12.2
12
ll8
&.8
9
63
7.0
5
107
21.4
5
52
10.4
4
60
15.0
4
31
7.8
2
78
39.0
2
19
9.5
1
8
8.0
1
6
6.0
1
5
5.0
1
5
5.0

Lee Pope, NH
Torn Hailey, BU
Bob Farbotko, Ct
Rich McCormick, Me
Rob Welsh, RI
Rich Moser, RI
Steve Cimalore, RI

TD
3
0
3
0
2
0
0

7

. No

Yds

Avg

TD

Lg

C/ G

9

30
24
20
19
18
18
14

542

278
252
320
257
67
150

18.0
11.6
12.6
16.8
14.2
3.7
10.1

3
1
2
1
2
0
0

48
45
24
42
25
11
32

3.3
3.0
2.2
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0

8
9
9
9

9
7

w

Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Maine
Connecticut
Boston Univ.

0
0
0
0
0

L T

4 0 0
3 1 0
3 l 0
l 3 0
1 3 0
0 4 0

w

L T

7 1
8 1
5 4
3 6
1 8
2 ' 6

0
0
0
0
0
0

Pts

Opp

225
317
165
152
74
146

75
90
173
277
262
230

%

54.3
71.4
100.0
0.0

LEADING SCORERS (Points Per Gamel
Player

Name
Burnham
Ingui
Coleman
Illman
Pope
Wha rff
P endry
Checo vi ch
Willia ms
Allen
Clark
Delozier

UNH BOOKSTORE
GIFT GIVING

IS IT ~PUZZLE?
IT CAN BE!
quality picture puzzles
500 to 1,000 PIECES
FRESH STOCK ON SALE

TD
21
6
6
0
3
3
2
0
0

X-pt
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
5
4
0
0
0

FG Points
126
0
0
36
36
0
1
33
18
0
18
0
12
0
11
2
7
1
6
0
6
0
6
0

WHILE THEY LAST
Hewitt Hall

G

Bill Burnham , NH
Bill Coleman , NH
Paul Ingui , NH
Rich Moser, RI
Bill Coleman, Ma

9
6
6
9
8

Down Parkas

FG

Pts

P IG

21
6
6

0
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
0'
0

126
36
36
50
42

14 .0
6.0
6.0
5.5
5.2

8

7

RUSHING

Coleman
Sareault
Douvadjian
Dent
Fallon
Romboli
Pedrow
Balboni
Milkiewicz
McEv.illy
Holmes
Fontaine
Newell

A University owned non-profit facility
located on campus to serve you

EP

UMass stats

Att.

862-2141

TD

<&AME S THIS WEEK
Boston Uni v. at Maine
Connecticut at Rhode Island
Massachusetts at New Harripshire

Icat stats I

°/ 0 0FF

·uNH BOOKSTORE

G

YC

1
1

LEADING SCORERS

25

98
92
79
56

PASS RECEIVING (Caught Per Game)

02

INDIVIDUAL PASSING
YD
Att. Com. Int.
1190
5
162
88
7
5
0
107
1
1
0
5
0
2
0
0

72

99

PASSING (Completion Per Game )

130

(by penalty
14
9
Total Plays
609
706
(by rushing)
534
389
<bv oassing)
172
220
2529 1100
Rushing Yardaje
Passing Yardage
1302 1187
Total Offense
3831 2287
220
172
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
101
94
16
Passes Had Int.
5
Fumbles
31
32
14
18
Fumbles Lost
40
No . of Penalties
55
352
Yards Penalized
583
Kickoff Returns/Avg. 19/22.344/17.7
40/34.0 57 /34.8
Punts/Avg.
Punt Returns/Avg . 22/5.6 23/8.7

Name
Allen
Leavitt
Stevens
Burnham

14
14

INDIVIDUAL RUSHING
No. Yds. Avg. TD
258
1341
5.2
21
72
338
4.7
4
40
270
6.8
1
41
253
6.2
1

Name
Burnham
Coleman
Pendry
Delozier

Team stats

CONFERENCE STANDINGS All Games

RECORD 8-1
Holy Cross
Boston University
West Chester
Connecticut
Maine
Central Connecticut
Northeastern
Rhode Island
Springfield

Net
Yards Avg.

168
91
54
21
49
22
11

796
440
278
167
123
112
60

12
10
23
4
1
2

28
26
16
1
21

4.7
4.8
5.l
8.0
2.5
5.1
5.5
3.5
2.8
' 1.0
4.0
1.0
10.5

42

Lg.

TD

43
27
18
28
12
17
21
12

7
3
2
I

2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

11

12
14
1
24

We -have a
large selection
of down-filled

PASSING

parkas, iack ets
and vests.

G
Fallon
McEvilly

All colors

and sizes

·1.•1d
1 ·'('"'.-·...
· '- _
erne.$S TC<JJJ.t.r
W
:~ t•~. brook Jan-•
r:e,
n ~

il'F ·':,SC- .

.

ua«;

durha,n.

~

new hamn.d1 1
j"'•-

wl*nm campii1g.
ski

in stockl
badtpawng. and

toun~equtpment

Oaily9a.m.-5:30p.m.
Fri. 'til 8:30 p.m.
.Sat. ·,n s p.m.
· ,-~
· do
Sunda 1

Att. Comp. Int.
93
36

7
6

48
12

Yds .

TD

PCT .

744
164

10

.52
.33

5
2

0

PASS RECEIVING

Gladchuk
Cummings
Kurtz
Newell
Dent
, Dollvadjian
Clerico
Coleman
Williams

No.

Yds.

TD

Avg.

Lg.

17
12
9
4
4
3
2
2
1

241
177
111
35
166
60
24
7
20

1
6
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

14.2
14.7
12.3
8.8
41.5
20.0
12.0
3.5
20.0

21
37
17
lO

· 69
28
15
10

20
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Duffy and Vigneau lead Wildcats by example
named to the second team in the
Yankee Conference only because
his injuries forced him out of too
many conference games to qualify for All-Conference honors.
"I'm happy for Duf because
he's been with us this long in the
season," said Bowes. "He's
never been in this situation. Last
year, he had to sit out the last few
games. I'm tremendously happy
he has this opportunity.''
Duffy injured his knee against
Northeastern last year and was
lost for the last three regular season games and the Montana State
play-off game.
It's one thing to be co-captain
of a regular team," said Duffy.
"But to be co-captain of a team as
good as UNH, with all its class
and everything, that's something
else."

By Paul Keegan
It's almost unfair that one football game should carry as much
importance as the one this Saturday will. One lucky break, one
great play, or one well-timed
block could decide the season and
end the careers of many seniors.
But the possibility of a loss to
the University of Massachusetts
on Saturday doesn't seem to have
occurred to the UNH football
team. They talk not in terms of
"if" they win, but "when" they
win.
This supreme confidence! is
borne first from the coaching
staff. Bill Bowes and his coaches
have the players believing in
themselves.
But coaches are on one level
and players are on another. The ·
men wearing the uniforms need

"There'i;: ·

Lu Ila ve ::,umeoue uf llieir ow u qge

to look to for inspiration, for confidence-building,
and
most
importantly, for an example.
The two men who fill that roll
on the UNH football team are cocaptains Dick Duffy and Grady
Vigneau.
These two men do not fit the
role of the rah-rah, cheerleadingtype captains, who scream and
holler and throw chairs in the
locker room to · get their team
psyched for a game.
Rather, Vigneau and Duffy !!n
out and do their jobs and trust
their teammates are watching.
"Dick leads by example and by
his maturity," said ddensive
backfield coach Ed Pinkham.
"He doesn't get all emotional. He
settles the kids down rather than
get them excited."
"Grady is the key to the offe~sive line," said head coach Bill
Bowes. "He goes out there every
day and · practices hard. He's a
tremendous example and he was
the overwhelming choice for cocaptain. He owns a lot of respect
from his teammates."
Vigneau does not play a_ glamorous position. An offe~sive.
tackle. Vigneau, along with h_1s
-linemates are one of the mam
reasons rdr the machine-like production of the Wildcat offensive
unit.

"Cheerleading won't win games
photos)

"We've been setting all kinds of
records offensively, and the
reason for it is the guys up front,"
said Bowes. "Grady leads the offensive line. He was named
ECAC Division II offensive Player-of-the-Week after the Springfiei'd game and he certainly deserved it."
"He's been the dominant force
on the offensive line," agreed offensh e line coach Joe Leslie.
"He makes the plays go. We
grade the players on every play
anct his scores have been excellent."
Vigneau went to high school in
Brattleborough, Verm·ont and
orinially didn't want to come to
UNH.
"I wanted to go to Williams College, but I got a good scholarship
to come to UNH," said Vigneau.
"I decided to come here because
it would have been hard for my

sport shorts
Televised football
Saturday's football game vs. UMass will be televised on Channel
11 in Durham but not on ABC-TV, contrary to some re~orts.
WENH, the New Hampshire Public N~twork, will_ tele~ast the
game at 1 p.m. and relay the broadcast to its feed stations m Hanover (Ch. 15), Berlin (40), Littleton (49), Keene (52), North Woodstock
(59) and North Conway (70).
.
. .
ABC was considering doing the UNH game_on ~e~1onal television,
but, according to an ABC executive, the station 1s m the pro~ess of
"finding a minority <Div. II) school" to broadcast. The desire for
equal coverage of minority college ~ootball teams was expressed by
the U.S. Congress when ABC went m front ~fa _Congressional C~mmittee last week. Th.e committee was--lookmg mto the ABC boxmg
scandal.

Vigneau is Player-of-the-Week
Senior Grady Vigneau was named the ECAC football offensive
Player-of-the-Week.The right tackle blocked well all day as the Cats
rolled up 550 total yards on offense in their 52-7 victory..
.
Bill Burnham was named co-Yankee Conference offenseive Player-of-the-Week. He scored four touchdowns and broke three rushing
records against Springfield.

Women's volleyball
The UNH women's volleyball team has been selected for the_ second season in a row to compete in the EAIA W volleyball champ10nships Nov. 18-19 in Oswego, N.Y.
.
The Wildcats were ranked number 14 out of the 16 teams picked
from across the east.

Hockey admission
Admission to tomorrow's home hockey scrimmage versus St._Anselm 's College will be_$1 with a student athletic ticket. Regular gen- eral admission will be $2.

for you." (Scott Spalding

parents to pay for school without
a scholarship."
·
Vigneau is an imposing figure
at 6'4", 250 pounds, but he speaks
with a gentle, sincere voice.
''l think the highlight of my
career was our 14-11 victory over
\}Mass two year's ago (UNH's
first outright Yankee Conference
title since 1962)," he said, adding
confidently, "But that's gc:,ing to
change next week.''
Duffy and Vigneau contrast
sharply in physical appearance,
but their attitu9es to the game of
football are the same.
"I just try to do my job," said
Duffy, 5'11', 195 pounds. "I try to
lead by example. Cheerleading
won't win games for you. When
everybody goes out and does the
job, that's -what will win the
game."
Duffy was an All-East defensi'. e back last year and was

:2

couplo of

things a defensive back has to
do," said Pinkham. "Defend
against the run and against the
pass. Dick doesn't particularly
excel.. in the run defense, but his
forte is pass defense.
"If one receiver looks like he
will be a tough one for us, we assign Dick to cover him. He had
two interceotions covering that
guy (Joe) Senser of West Chester.
Every time we've asked him to
cover a man, he's done his job."
Duffy went to Choate Prep
School in Connecticut and wasn't
recruited at all by UNH.
"They (UNH) didn't know anything about me, but I knew I
wanted to play college football,"
said Duffy. ''The coaching is
great here--they make you a lot
better and they can really spot
talent."
Duffy had a serious look about
him when he talked. It's obvious
football is an important part of
his life. He paused to ponder the
question ''Will the UMass game
lie the highlight of his collegiate
career?"
"No, because we had to win the
other games, or the UMass game
wouldn't mean anything," he answered. "It's the most important
game only because we won the
others."
Duffy is such an intense player
that he hasn't paused yet to con-

sider what will happen after the
football season. His career plans
after graduation will have to wait
until the last game has been
played.
The history major is considering going to law school when
ne graauates. But right now, nothing is on Duffy's mind except
UMass.
"The guys have been super all
year for every game," said Duffy. "We've just gone out and
taken it to 'em offensively and defensively. I definitely think we
can go all the way."
For Vigneau, pro football is
something that he would love to
go into after graduation.
·
"I want to give pro football a
try. It's something I've been
dreaming about since I was six
years old," he said.
·
But, 1r mat aoesn·t work out,
Vigneau still has another career
in mind. He is majoring in preschool education and is presently
student teaching at the Stratham
Acorn school.
"I teach little four and five
year olds,"·said Vigneau. "It's a
lot of fun. I enjoy football and
kids."
Asked if he saw a conflict between the two, Vigneau smiled.
"I'm not really. a very mean
person," he said.

....................................

I

"I like football and kids."

The Quoteboard
"Our whole season lies in the UMass
game. I want to do against UMass what
we did to Springfield. I'd like to kick their
asses, but I'll take just a win."

"We'll be up. The setting for this game
will be just fantastic."
--Head coach Bill Bowes.

--Co-captam defensive back Dick Duffy.

"We'll give 110 percent if not more.
It'll be a hard-hitting game. The last two
years, we've out-hit them and it'll be the
same this year. We're psyched.
--Senior safety Mark Etro

"It's the big one. I'm expecting a defensive struggle. They're big and strong. v.-·e
just have to go out there and play our
style of game."
--Senior quarterback Jeff Allen.

"There's nothing like a UMass weekend
and we'll be ready to play_"

"We're going to make Bill Coleman
sorry his mother ever gave him that
name."
--UNH star running back Bill Coleman, talking about UMass star running back Bill
Coleman.

"When we beat UMass, I'll be ready
for the play-offs."
--Tight end Bill Wharff, speaking of his broken
leg which will force him out of the UMass
game.

"I look at it like we're going to win
the game. I'm sure that's the way everybody else on the team looks at it, to9. ''
--Co-captain Dick Duffy.

--Junior offensive tackle Dave Durkee .
"We're going to win. You can't look
it any other way. We're confident, not
overconfident."

at

-"1 see a lot of blood and guts. A lot
of blood and guts. It'll be like that quote
from Rocky-It's going to be a goddamn
monster show' That's what it's going to
be."
--Senior fullback Archie Iodice

--Co-captain Grady Vigneau.

"There's no doubt about it. This will
be the biggest game of the year."
--Flankerback Tom Ruffen.

····••-•··"·························
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A history les·s on on
UNH - UMass games
O.K., now, Springfield has been disposed of, and it's time to
get down to the real business at hand . The football game this
weekend between UNH and UMass is as important to both
teams as a game can be.
_
For the third year in a row, the two teams are squaring off to
decide who the Yankee Conference champion or champions
will be. If the Minutemen come out of Cowell Stadium with a
win, they'll be the outright champs. If the Wildcats are the victors, and Rhode Island beats Connecticut, there'll be a three
way tie for the crown. The champs will be UNH, UMass, and
URI. All three teams will have lost one YC game.
It is time for a little history lesson, so we'll all know just how_
things stand tradition-wise this Saturday.
The date was Nov. 13 and the place was Alumni Stadium in
Amherst, Mass. Most predictors figured it was going to be a
close one, but UNH decided to play football, and came away
with a convincing 23-0 win. The statistics told the story, as the .
Minutemen had 45 total yards. 1 he Cats rolled up 288 yards.
The unlikely hero was senior flanker Ray DiPietro who
grabbed two Jeff Allen passes for touchdowns. Tight end Bill '
Wharff also chipped in with a five yard touchdown reception.
Bill Burnham, who worked the tailback option play, was credited with his first touchdown pass on the play.
Also, Sam Checovich nailed a 26 yard field goal for UNH.
UMass quarterback Brian McNally was one of the more highly respected passers in the conference going in to the game, but
he stunk the house out, completing only two of 12 passes for a
big 16 yards.
The defensive unit for the Wildcats was outstanding as Bill
Logue, the defensive tackle who reallv came into his own as
the 1976 season wore on, was the standout, making nine tackles, batting down two passes and intercepting another.
Defensive end Doug Stockbridge also was impressive, as he
had seven tackles, three quarterback sacks and caused a fumble.
Bill Burnham had a sub-par day, (for him), carrying 28 times
for 88 yards, but fullback Tim Pendry cruised for 64 yards on
11 carries.
All in all, it wasn't much of a ball game from the UMass
standpoint. The Cats came out and embarrassed the Minutemen in every phase of the game. It was a big letdown for the
highly-rated Minutemen, who had hopes of avenging the 1975
14-11 UNH victory.
Ah! The 14-11 UNH victory. That was a ballgame, which
still ranks as the biggest thrill for many UNH players.
The date was Nov. 15 and the place was Cowell Stadium.
The Minutemen came into the game as four and a half point
favorites, but Allen, Burnham and company stole the show.
The unlikely hero this year was anoth~r flanker, and his
name was Carl Smith. Quarterback Jeff Allen (he's been
around for a while, huh?) picked out Smith for a 14 yard TD
strike to give the CatS-a 7--0 lead.
After a UMass field goal, Allen went back to Smith in the
fourth quarter for a 17 yard gain which set up Al Parchuk's
one-yard touchdown run. The Minutemen put on a late rally,
as quarterback Mike Kelliher hit John Gladchuk for a late
score. The two point conversion was good, but time ran out on
UMass, as the Cats danced into the playoffs to the strains of
their theme song, "That's the Way, Uh Huh, Uh Huh, I like it."
It was their first outright YC crown since 1962.
The limelight was again shared by both the offense and defense, as defensive backs Bob Morris and Sean McDonnell
played superbly, batting passes away and containing the
UMass running game.
With the victory, UNH took over the supremacy of the
Yankee Conference, and now, two years later, the Cats have
yet to give it up.
Two YC championships and two playoff years later, UNH is
the king and UMass is playing the role of pretender.
l.t' s been fun and interesting for the Cats, and now, the seniors have one more crack at being the best around. The victorious team will almost assuredly go to the playoffs. The whole
season is on the line. More than 22,000 folks will squirm into
Cowell Stadium Saturday, and they can all be sure they're going to see the continuation of one helluva rivalry.
._=_:_.
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UNH's Peter Tufts races a UMass defender to the ball during play Saturday at Brackett Field. The Wildcats lost their 11th game to the Minutemen, 4-1. (Lee Hunsaker photo)---

Host Dartmouth

UNO hooters play finale today
By Lee Huns.tker
The agony is nearly over.
Today at 2 p.m., the UNH soccer
team will play their final game
of the season against Dartmouth,
ending what most rate as one of
the worst seasons in UNH soccer
history.
Last Friday, UMass stretched
the Wildcats' losing streak to
eight in a row with a 4-1 win.
One of the few good things to
be said about the loss is that the
Cats scored - something they
_haven't been able to do for the
past five games.
Bill Collins booted home the
UNH goal in the second half while
UMass was leading, 4-0.
For UMass, the win meant
the Minutemen have a good
chance of being selected for postseason tournament play. It was
a must game for them, one they
couldn't take lightly.
"It's never been a breather up
here for us," said Minutemen

coach Russ Kidd . "We had to win
it for the tournament. We played
htlrd because of that and because
UNH is a very tough team.''
UMass goalie Mike Hogdon
echoed those thoughts. ''UNH is
young, but they're scrappy . With
all those losses, you can bet
they're hungry for something.
Heck, they played a real good
game today. We won because we
had the experience.'·
It was a replay of every other
game so far this season. UNH
came out strong. They played
"aggressive ball", according to
opposing coaches, but they would
lapse of defense, and the
opposing team would capitalize,
score and roll on to a victory.
"The two quick goals we got
at the beginning of the second
half," said Kidd, "is what broke
them . They played even with us
all through the first half, even
though we had a 1-0 lead."
The only thing UNH coach Art

Young would utter was, "What
can I say?" and shrug his
shoulders.
Each game has been the same
as the others. A spirited offense
would sputter, a defensive team
would become shaky, but the
goaltending would be solid.
Three strong points - solid
defense, a scoring offense and
goaltending - are needed to win.
not just one. This year, it was
evident that UNH only had the
goaltending. Next year may b~
different.
But next year is over 280 days
away. Right now, the Cats must
worry about the Big Green of
Dartmouth, a nationally-ranked
team .
A win for UNH. though a
remote possibility, would be a
nice ending to such a dismal
season. But then again. just to
play the game and get it over
with is just as pleasant a thought.

Harriers finish eighth in N.E.
\

By Dana Jennings

Providence was followed by
Before the cross country UMass, Northeastern, UConn ,
season began, UNH coach John Bates, Holy Cross, Boston State
Copeland said he wouldn't be sur- and UNH.
Gary Crossan led UNH with a
prised if the harriers p0sted a 3-9
record.
17th place finish over the five
The team far exceeded that ex- mile course. Two years ago,
pectation by running up an im- Crossan finished 116th on the
pressive 8-3 regular season mark. same course in the New England
The team went on to finish Championships.
third in the Yankee Conference
"I didn't run exceptionally,"
championships, its highest finish said Crossan, "just good enough
since 1970.
to get the job done."
This past Saturday, UNH
All of the UNH runners ran well
added another impressive credit enough to get the job done. The
to its list. The harriers finished race was the best overall team
eighth among more than 50 effort by UNH this season. All of
schools in the New England Cross the UNH runners, except George
Country Championships held at Reed who was UNH's second
Franklin Park in Boston.
runner finishing 31st, improved
The finish was the Wildcats'
on their previous Franklin Park
highest there since 1968.
times.
The meet was won by Provi"This week our 1-2 punch
dence College which was led by wasn't as good as it usually is,"
runners John 'neengan and John , said Copeland, "but we got a lot
Treacy, who finished first and o~ help fro1:1 . way back. Our
second respectively.
eighth place fimsh was dependent

on our 3-4-5 finishers.
' 'If just one guy had had a
shitty race it would have hurt the
team," said George Junior,
UNH's fifth runner and a 76th
place finisher overall.
UNH 's third runner , Mark Berman (45th overall) had one of his
best races ever. " I ran my best
personal time for this course,'·
said Berman, "I finished 130th
last year. I cut one and one half
minutes off my time this year.''
Glenn Hilton
and Junior
finished 75th and 76th respectively.
On the strength of their eighth
place finish, UNH now goes to
New York to compete in the
eastern college's cross country
championship
meet,
the
ICAAAA's.
"We 're thrilled to be going to
the ICAAAA 's," said Copeland,
"It's the first time we've gone
since at least 1968 or 69.

•
Wildcat icemen
lose scrimmage to Merrimack College
By Lee Hunsaker
Here's a trivia question that
many of you won't get. When was
the last time UNH lost a game
at home? Think hard. Give up?
Well, for regular season play,
the answer is two years ago when
Boston University escaped from
Snively, 6-5 winners. For postseason play, it was also two years
ago when Harvard, behind the
solid goaltending of Brian Petrovek, shocked the number two
ranked Wildcats,4-3.

But when was the last time
UNH lost a pre-season exhibition
match?
"I can't even remember," said
UNH head coach Charlie Holt.
For you trivia buffs, it was in
1968, when the Wildcats lost to
the Concord Eastern Olympics.
But for the record books, the
new date can be inked in as follows: "November 6,1977, Merrimack College wins, 8-4." ·
Tomorrow, the Wildcats host
St. Anselm's College at 7 p.m.

in another scrimmage.
Though the game began with
all the looks of a UNH victory,
with the Cats jumping off with a
quick 2-0 lead on goals by Ralph
Cox and Bob Gould, the tempo
changed drastically in the second
period, when the Warriors poured
five unanswered goals past a
bewildered UNH goalie Mark
Evans.
Back-up goalie Greg Moffett
played brilliantly in the first period, stopping 17 shots before

Merrimack scored. Many of
Moffett's saves were tough ones.
coming on breakaways and rebounds.
The second period lapse, a
characteristic of the Wildcats,
destroyed any chances of a UNH
win.
"That was the turning point,"
said UNH captain Jon Fontas.
"We played two good periods-the
first and third-but they won it
in the second period. We couldn't
catch up."

"We lost contact with ,,:here we
were supposed to be.·· said Holt.
"'They came out of their zone
very well. We were trying to hold
them in their zone instead of letIing them out and meeting them
at our blueline, but for some reason, we were halfwav in-between."
·
The Wildcat forwards didn't
seem to be getting back in time
to help out defensively. putting
yet another strain on the young
and inexperienced Cat blueliners.
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It's showdown tiine

Durhalll

\\

Cats punish
Springfield
Chiefs, 52-7/

UMass riding

nioinentuin
wave
By Tom Lynch

Bv Paul Kee~an
One word echoed over and over
inside of the Springfield College
gymnasium, where the UNH football team was undressing after
the game.
"UMass, UMass, UMass". The
word rang across the spacious
gym as the players clapped their
hands in rhythm.
THE GAME has arrived. On
Saturday at 1 p.m., more than

~

p!l ny at Wo~t Point to tho tuno of

20,000 fan~ will 111u~cle and elbow

their way. into Cowell Stadium
(capacity: 15,600) to watch the
athletic event of the year.
"It's difficult to put into words
how important this game is,"
said UNH head coach Bill Bowes.
"But I'll tell vou this. We were
ready to play UMass three weeks
ago."
It looked like the Wildcats were
ready Saturday afternoon, as
they crushed Springfield, 52-7.
The UMass game wouldn't have
meant a thing in the national
rankings if the Wildcats had lost
to Springfield, and the Cats kne•,i·
it.
"If we had lost, it wouldn't
have . mattered what happened
against UMass," said B01.ves.
As it stands, UNH will probably
be ranked fifth in the nation this
week.
If the Cats beat UMass Saturday, they will, in all probability,
make the play-offs and have a
good shot at being a home team
for the first round on Nov. 26.
So it was with an ambitious zeal
that the Cats went out to Benedwn
Field Saturday. Springfield sutfered a humiliating Homecoming, as UNH kept coming unrelentingly on offense while proving
to be stubborn on defense.
Bill Burnham scored four
touchdowns and continued his
blitz on the record book.
UNH tailback Bill Coleman does a high hurdle during action Saturday at Springfield.
The Dorchester tailback broke
The Cats drubbed the Chiefs, 52-7 to set the stage for the deciding UMass game
the New England record for most
Saturday. (Scott Spalding photo)
yards rushing- in a season set by
Mike Esposito of BC in 1973. He
now has 1341 yards. He also broke Powell. He also leads the nation 24-yard field goal by Art Illman.
Whalen's 1972 mark of 88 yards,
Delozier's
touchdown
run also set against Springfield.
UNH records in touchdowns and in scoring . .
The other Wildcat scores came broke a UNH record for the longpoints in a season and lengthened
The sophomore tailback has
his Division II rushing lead over from two touchdowns by Paul est jaunt from the line of scrimNortheastern Missouri's Steve Ingui, one by Tom Delozier, and a mage. His 92-yarder broke Ed WILDCATS, page 20
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34-10, UMass has run off a string
of seven consecutive victories,
including four within the Yankee
Conference.
Minuteman coach Dick MacPherson sees the loss to Army as
the toughest game his club has·
played this seas,el\, "Army threw
for two touchdo\'t-ns early,'' he
says. "We were forced to play
catch-up football, which is tough
anyway, but with our quarterback (Mike Fallon) injur~d, it
was nearly impossibleJt
UMaine became the first victim of the Minutemen, losing 28-0.
"After the opening loss," says
MacPherson, "the next game
was very important to us. We
were very fortunate to win as big
as we did, considering our injuries."
The next game, a 17-0 blanking
of 'Harvard, was more difficult
man rne nna1 score mct1cates, according to MacPhersoti. "We just
eeked out the win," he says.
A
54-13
laugher
over
Youngstown State was followed
by wins over BU, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and Holy Cross.
"We were lucky against Rhode
Island," recalls MacPherson.
"They were without their fine
quarterback Steve Tosches."
UNH fans will recall that it was
the awesome passing of Tosches
that did in the Wildcats two
weeks ago, halting their unbeaten
streak at seven.
l\;1acPherson says his players
are Just now turning their attention t9 the Cats. "The guys are
looking at it as the next game on
the schedule. That's how we've
MINUTEMEN, page 20

Staff predictions

Steve
Morrison

Mike Minigan:

UNH by 17

UNHby3

Me by 10

BU by 10

UNHby 10.

UNHby3

UNH by 7

EY by 14

M~by3

Me by 10

This game means too much ta the Wildcats to let it slip out of
their grasp. They've responded to the pressure two years in a row,
and this year, it'll be no different. Bill Burnham shows UMass
why he's the best runner in New England and the defense holds up
admirably. YC champs three years in a row, UNH goes into the
playoffs again. UNH 30-UMass 17.
·

Boston Cniversity
at Maine

The UNH Wildcats come into
Saturday's Yankee Conference
championship game against
UMass riding the crest of a 52-7
drubbing of Springfield.
The wave upon which the
Minutemen are surfing, however,
looks like the Banzai Pipeline in
comparison.
Followine: an opening game
loss to Leaman Hall and com-

Paul Keegan:

Connecticut
at Rhode Island
·Columbia
at Brown

URI by 10

URI by 21

URI by 20

URI by 17

URI by 17

Brn by 10

Brn by 17

Brn by 10

Brn by 13

Brn by 12

1

I see players, lean, mean and hungry players. I see fans, lots
and lots of fans. I see Cowell Stadium rocking under the strain of
25,000 delirious football fanatics. I see adrenalin giving mortal
running backs the ability to leap tall linebackers in a single bound.
And, in the end, I see the entire spectacular sporting event
ending. The vision is slowly fading out. .. Only the scoreboard r.emains. UNH 17- UMass 14.

Lee Hunsaker:

Cornell
at Princeton

Prin by 10

Prin by 6

Corn by 7

Prin hy 4

Prin by 20

Pennsylvania
at Dartmouth

Dart by 10

Dart by 10

Dart by 3

Dart by 8

Dart bv

After losing their number one ranking, the Cats look to be extra
hungry for a good playoff berth. UMass is strong with a big team,
but they don't have the confidence or cockiness that the Wildcats
do. They also don't have Burnham, Allen or Pope for starters.
Watch Cowell Stadium elevate itself to 30,000 feet after the Cats
wrap up their third consecutive victory over UMass. UNH 24UMass 14.

io

Dana Jennings:

Harvard
at Yale
Boston College
at Syracuse
Last week
St•ason

Harv by 10

Yale by 7

Yale by 7

Yale by13

Yale by 7

BC by 10

BC by 15

BCby3

BC by 17

~i>y8

4 .5
52-29, .642

UNH and UMass will both be sky-high for this game. UNH has
the potential to make it a runaway, but UMass has been thwarted
. twice the last two years. They'll want revenge. So look for a close
. hard fought game. UNH has the edge because of homefield advantage. UNH 27- UMass 24.

Steve Morrison:
~ ~

6-3
63-18, . 777'

5-4
60-21, . 740

6-3
62-19 .. 765

6-3
59-21,. 728

Despite the odds against its taking three in a row from UMass,
UNH must be the favorite. But the Minutemen will not roll over
like in 1975 and '76. UNH 17 - UMass 10.

